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Tfc· Different Claaaea, Aeeordlig t«
Stockyard Vernacnlu.
Those moet familiar with the eattli
trade agree that there often exist wid«
differences between the actual selling
price of cattle in the market and th<
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feeders send; previous estimate by the
them forward as to the prices the)
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should bring. The small feeder, wb<
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seldom follows his cattle to market
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Where two men are husking together
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has a poor chance to learn market con!he easiest and best way is to use a
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ditions and requirements. Feeders must
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of the feeder to Interpret correctly mar
were I would he used to it by tble
4 feet wide and 1^ feet high will be
A *|>e«'lal Collection Department.
ket quotations places him ut a decided
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time. You are not tbe first."
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disadvantage either
CHE FATHER AND ΤΙ» LOVER OF AN AMERA slight pullor appeared on the
about a foot and a half at each end; a
to a shipper or in shipping to the opec
ICAS (jlRL.
L. BUCK,
cheeks of Xeslerov.
of rope is tied to each siile piece.
piece
market
^
great Transsibérien railway
"You do not mean that she—your
The whole stand must be made of us
Cuttle are handled in the Chieagt
bad progressed as far to the daughter Frances—is already promisÔurgson Dentist,
material as the necessary strength
light
to
the
following
and
market according
MAtSK.
eastward as the Obi,
*<>UT»1 I'ARJS,
ed!"
will permit, and it may be braced to
classes:
trains carrying soldiers, conrnv txj-t work warranted.
\
"Xo." answered Gordon. "I don't
I
It is carried to the
make it steady.
ex
includes
Beef Cattle.—This class
rlcts, sightseers, railway constructors, <know that she is. but ! do know that
shock and tipped up ou one side as
steers.
1 laborers and
A.M.. M.D.,
port, shipping and dressed beef
supplies, with some goods you are not the first who lias asked for
; I'-KATIO WOODBURY,
The
shown at the left in Fig. 3.
Texas and Western Kauge Cattle.— for trade with Manchuria, ran from
her. Even now you may be too late."
are cut.
the
shock
if
of
auv,
"horses,"
of
catbeef
In reality this is a subclass
Physician «S» Surgeon,
Moscow.
"Impossible! I have seen no one of
I
one of the ropes is thrown arouud the
cat
MAIN*.
tle. It includes all grades of Texas
St»L'T!I i'A 1U3,
The possibilities of this Immense line my—of her own—station near her."
j
shock near the top. and the stand is !
tie and branded cattle from the west· •f railway made the people of Eue and residence, 14 High Stieet.
"We in America," said Gordon, "look
tipped back on its feet, thus bringing ' em ranges. Such grades are similar to
Russia gasp. It opened up such
lepean
this question of station or rank
upon
The
the shock ou top of the stand.
1
/.SMîTH,
the standard grades of beef cattle.
a
a prospect of trade as they had never
different
with
eyes than you do. If
stand is then picked up and carried to
Butcher Stock.—This class includes ireamed of.
It gave them a speedy man suited Frances, all the rank, titles
the desired spot. The huskers seat them·
Attorney at Law,
the better grades of heifers, cows and entrance into a region of their domain and wealth In the world would make
MAIN*
NORWAT,
bulls and common and inferior steers. the crossing of which had formerly oc- no difference."
I
ColterC» η» a ape. alty
Home B ock.
Butcher stock is made up largely ol
"She Is different from girls in Eucupied months and involved much
cows and heifers.
said the prince, biting his lip.
hardship.
rope."
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Cutters and Canners.—This class in
Gordon let out a joyous guffaw.
What a change there was from the
dudes thin cows and bnlls and inferioi old
Attorney at Law.
"I should say she was!" he said.
sledges or foot trains of convicts to
steers and heifers. In fact, anything ol
Notary Public.
the swiftly moving cars that were "Different! Why, she is a real, whole,
as
classed
be
a low, inferior grade may
She doesn't smoko
MAINE.
drown by the pulling, screaming loco- healthy woman.
SOUTH PARIS,
cutters aud canners.
motives, at once a sourer of delight
tloo· receive my promt personal attention.
Stackers and Feeders.—This class inKc ittancee made day claim Is paid.
and terror to the people whose terriπ α tien» reported on promptly.
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James Gordon, an American engineer,
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who had charge of much of the adclassed
Milkers and Springers.—Cows
Main St.
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intended
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Gordon was a typical American,
feed
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for neither slaughter nor further
to go anywhere to build a railready
1
lng for l>eef production. Many cows
so long as the pay was sulhcient
way
Attorneys at Law,
shipped to the market as milkers 01 to make it an object for him to take
MAINE.
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springers are sold in the market as his daughter with him.
5
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butcher stock or as cutters for mort
For Frances Gordon was her father's
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money than they would have broughl companion, secretary and comfort.
» 'HNS. HARLOW,
spires for work at opposite sides of the
or
milker
If
a
springei
as milk cows.
Left motherless at an early age, she
shock (s«-e Fig. 3 at the right). When
will net more to the shipper sold as a
had been brought up by strict aunts
Attorney &t Law,
each busker accumulates enough fodbeef cow, it Is In line with good busi- till she revolted. lier father had been
MAINE.
UlXri&LO,
der to make a bundle, he can either lay
ness practice so to dispose of her.—H.
surveying a route across New Mexico
It loosely at one side of the stand or tie
W. Mumford, Hlluois.
for a new road, fondly and longingly
in
the
fodder
the bundle and set it
thinking of his daughter in her farshock. For tying these bundles twiue,
away home In New York, when, lo, the
straw or refuse baling wire may be
HOG FATTENING.
nineteen,
young lady herself, then aged
The wire bands may be preused.
in an appearance mounted on a
of Eight or Itla· Mentha Flaput
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pared
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Fig.
eud.
ing
of markef authoritative a tone that he bowed be"I love your daughter."
band is pluced around the shock, the during which the majority
th· fore her slightest wish in abject obedifarrowed
are
throughout
cards and race
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Frances Gordon cigarettes, gamble at
that
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make
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ence.
conditions
Weather
northwest.
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Not my girl,
her father after titles and wealth.
wherever
found
be
to
some
was
To
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sure,
looseued when the fodder is wanted for this necessary.
Frances has a healthy mind
prince.
was.
at
uearly
When twine is used, some stockmen have pigs coming
feeding
and is as noble as she is good looking.
A year aad a half after they had
farmers prepare bauds by knotting one all seasons of the year, but the prevailBut she has a mind of her own, if it is
Mexico
In
jourthey
been stated.
finished the work
end and pluclng through a small wood- ing custom Is as has
and—well, she is my boss, I
healthy,
Gorwhere
Russia,
As economical feeding demands the neyed together to
en block as in B. Fig. 2, or by tying to
can tell you!"
finishing of a hog at from eight to ten don was to take charge of the impora corncob or 6tnall stick as in C. Fig.
"You charm me. I am more in love
months are the tant part of putting through the rail2. When tying, the free end of twiue is months of age the fall
than ever."
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fatthe
that
of
most
In
which
hogs
wasjlestined
way
wrapped * few times around the end ones
"Won't do a bit of good, I tell you.
to be a wise
the trade and commerce of the world.
with the block or cob on. thus holding tened. This again seems
If I thought you were the finest man on
as
had
progressed
This great railway
provision. Since corn is the main crop
securely, but easy to loosen.
earth, my wishes would not prevail
used in fattening hogs the arrange- far as the Obi river. In the government
will
The farmer can make tv\ iue bands by
upon Frances to marry you. She
of
of Tomsk, Siberia, when a meeting
ment of crops seems perfectly natural
knotting one eud of the cord and inmake her own choice, when it is made,
the gro\ith of the managers, engineers and government
serting in a wire device like tiiat shown aud well adapted to
and it will stand."
othclals was ordered at Moscow. Thithby D. To bend the wire into this form, pig.
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do so.
ernor of the province of
The twine is placed through one even if it were allowable to
cut.
not yet be ready to tell me, although
the
of
can be obPrince Keslerov was one
of the small loops in the wire and the large quantity of barley
there is nothing secretive about her.
tained at 35 to 40 cents a bushel. wealthiest nobles of the laud, was We have each other's confidence."
knot on the end holds it: the other eud
has been damaged in the about thirty-flve years of age and had,
NORWAY, ME.
of the twine, after being brought Wheat which
"Still It could not be possible that
is not well tilled besides his exalted position as governor
arouud the bundle, can be wrapped in shock or that which
would be in love and you not know
she
55 to 00 cents per of Tomsk, estates in various parts of
the open link of the other loop. Ties can be obtained for
It"
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a
one
is
practically equiv- Russia, particularly
"I* nilr»ht
nnrl I will toll VOU Why.
of any of the kinds in Fig. 2 are easy bushel. Either
the grain Is not lov, In the government of Perm.
to tie aud uuloosen and can be used alent to corn, provided
She has'refused to marry the man I
which
convention,
It was after the
musty or damaged, except in color.
over again several times.—Cor. Ohio
chose for her. tie finest young η,αο. lo
If a combination of good com and had to do with certain concessions and
Farmer.
as
some of the cheaper grades of wheat
arrangements that were necessary
«κ"ηrour
could be made, very good the road drew near the border of Manand
MAINS.
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en
Manufacturer of general machinery, steam
uilll work, *pool machinery ami tool·»,
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ae<i
made
drllLs
and
die»
H, Ht-i «c'cw*. tap*.
Sewing, mowing and threshing r.iar· [.aired.
M -. pump* of ail kind*, presets, guns. pie·
neatly and promptly re
-, knives, traps, etc.,
Steaai and water piping done to orde*\
aired.
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LAMPS!

large col-

lection of Deco-

rated Lamps from

$1.00

to

§6.00.

j

—■

■·*

Hobbs' Variety Store,

QUALITY IN BEEF.

Altalf· and Corn tlir Groat Combination Kor Flue Meat.

A test at the Kansas State Agricultural collet iu which six steers were
fed and slaughtered as a test of quality
la beef is reported as showing, "what
every careful test has shown, that

of the dairy breed, properly fed,
will uiake good beef, beef better than
that usually found on the market, but
not of as high a quality as that secured
froui well bred special beef animals."
This feed trial is said to bring out
strongly the great value of a combination of alfalfa hay and corn for proManhattan.
ducing quality iu beef.
Kan.. Is a town of 4,000 people and is

ste«rs

The

Ophthalmometer.

Invented by Dr. Javal of
Paris. France, and imj>orted to Paris, Maine, for the
benefit of my patrons.

EXAMINATION FREE.

S. RICHARDS

rptician,

the

Nearly uppoMtc the Metho<ll»t Church,
Maine.
South Pari·,

i

«

*

Λ

beef of as good quality as
is usually found In a place of this size.
The beef from these steers was sold
here, and It was the opinion of those
who ate it that it was of unusually
good quality. Many people said that
they had no idea that beef could be
produced that had such choice flavor.
The beef frcui the Shorthorn ranked
highest in quality. It was rich, juicy
and tender, with a delicious tlavor. It
bad more waste fat than that from

supplied with

other steers, but the lean meat was so
tender and Its tlavor so delicious that
lovers of good beef were willing to
waste the fat In order to secure such
quality In the lean. The beef from all
the steers was of good tlavor. rauking
iu tlavor about iu the order of the

prices at which the dressed

carcasses

valued.
This tlavor was produced by alfalfa
hay and com. These feeds made good
beef from the dairy steers, from the
scrub* and from the well bred beef
were

steers.
Sot«a.

Atirloulturul
Potato rot has caused considerable
and
loss iu New England, New York

New Jersey.
In noting the trend of market gardening in this vicinity the increased
It Is of course Impossible accuconsumption of tomatoes and peppers
for onions,
rutely to £uu;:e the part the small j and the lessening demand
are evistage,
the
in
toof
life
green
in
the
especially
"want ad." plays
Yorker.
New
Hural
remarks
day, but It Is a well known fact
New Jersey's cranberry crop is short.
that thousands depend upon it
A new enterprise seems to have been
for employment.
among the potato bugs
Inaugurated
|
For hriniring employer and
this season, and in some localities their
mrlhno
toHrthrr
rnplvyw
toravages have been ruinous to the
®d hu ever been evolved
mato crop, says a New York state exthat U rapcrtor to tkU.

THE WANT AD.

I
^

Ideut.

—Printers' Ink.
If yoa want anything,
ta our columns.

try

an

id.

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

■ltuated on the liuckdeM road, three mile· from
South Part* villa** The farm cot Wine 75 acres.
Τ ne tll'aje land la In a high Mate of cultivation.
The pasture· are £v>od and there Is plenty of
woo·! near the house I.anre an<l «mall fruit In
liarn 40-χβνί and carriage house
abundance.
Statu are new. are finely finished outside an<l In,
The
an<l coat $l»w. Water In house anil barn.
farm carrlet twenty head of cattle and pair of
honea
On rural delivery and cream route*.
Very pleasant location.

A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

F^r particular· and terme Inquire of
WILMS * UKAT, So. Part·,
or S M. K.1NU near the premise*.

change.

It in a very good idea to pasture hogs
and sheep on old orchards. They will
clean up all the diseased and worm
Infested fruit thnt falls from the trees
and keep down weeds and grass.
Sow a piece of rye this fall for early

pasture in the spring.
Hoofs of old hogs frequently need
trimming.
(kMV Help tk· Land.

I am farming an eighty acre tract
and the sales from my farm produce
last year came to something over $4,600, besides my sheep feeding business,
it is my opinion that this is a valuable
aid to the farming business in addition
to tbe profit made on the sheep them·
aelvea. It helps to keep the land more
fertile. I did very nicely on my sheep
In addition to my regular farm crop·.—
▲ Colorado Farmer.

barley

results would be obtained and at considerable less cost than if all corn were
used. A ration composed of two parts
of corn, one part barley and one part
wheat would be very good for fattening during the fall months. In case
such feeds were given it would be ad-

visable to give the corn at morning and
uight and to give the grain feed, wheat
and barley mixed, at the noon hour,
unless the corn is shelled, wheu the
grains should all be mixed.
Not

N'eceaaary

to

Grind

Grain.

It is not necessary to grind the grain
feed for hogs.. If old corn is used and
the grain Is very dry, soaking for six
or eight hours previous to feeding will
be advantageous. Then if the hogs are
supplied with plenty of good cold water or slop from the house or dairy
they will need very little other attention. It Is assumed that the grain has
not been damaged by heat in the bin
and is not musty. If musty or bin
burned, great care must be taken in
it is likely to cause more
can be recovered through
using it—Minnesota Cor. Orange Judd
Farmer.
feeding,

as

damage than

LIMA BEAN INDUSTRY.
California the Commercial Center.
The Crop Yield· Handsome Prottt.
Ventura county, in southern California. and the counties adjacent thereto constitute the chief lima bean growing region of the Uiiited States.
The acreage is much smaller than in
former years, due to extremely low
prices prevailing prior to 11)00, to three
seasons of drought resulting in crop
failure except on irrigated lands and
to the growing of sugar beets on large
areas formerly devoted to beans.
The lima, which is a pole bean in
other sections of the United States, is
growu without poles or other support
lu the California "bean belt." The
rinee pile themselves along the rows
and bloom and pod profusely unless

checked by drought The beans ripen
during September. Those growu farthest from the sea ripen first and cure
more quickly when cut than those

grown nearer the coast
The crop is harvested by means of
sleds with knives attached to the runners and drawn by horses or by the
more modern wheel cutters. In from
two to four weeks after cutting the
beans, having cured, are thrashed either by steam thrashing outfits which
move from field to field or by the
method known as "tramping," which
separates the beans by means of horses
and carts or other vehicles driven over

prepared

the vines previously piled
eartheu floors, the straw being constantly turned and moved with pitchforks. The latter method, while slower
than the former. Is said to be not more
expensive if the weather is dry.
The average cost of production is la
ou

the neighborhood of $2.25 per cental.
When properly cultivated from 1,200 to
1,500 pouuds can be produced per acre
In
on good laud in favorable seasous;
the beet localities as high as «2,000
pounds per acre have beeu grown. The
prices realized by the growers fluctuate
considerably. The crops of last and the

present

$4 per
profits.

season

probably average
yielding haudsome

will

cental,

assure you of anything
of tbe kind. I do not know. I think,
though, if there was Frances would tell
me. If there is, she will have her way;
if there is not. the same."
"But If this blacksmith asked her to

"No, I do not
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The

churia, the crossing of certain mountains, the bridging of certain streams,
that Mr. Gordon was preparing to re-

the Obi. where the western end
of his operations was laid, the operations themselves reaching eastward to
Lake Baikal, In Irkutsk.
To him one day as he sat smokiug at
his hotel In Moscow came Prince Nesleturn to

rov.

your excellency,"
said Gordon, who had met the prluce
at several conferences and now knew
blm because of the fact that the operations had passed almost across his
"Glad to see you. When do

"Good

morning,

province.

you return to Tomsk?"
"I shall not be loug behind you. my
friend." replied the prince. "It Is a
fact, however, that upon your auswer
to a certain question which 1 shall put
In the
to you depends many of my acts
Immediate future. M. Gordon, you are

an

American."

"So I believe; I have heard It hinted
at." said Mr. Gordon, wondering what
was

coming.

"And 1 am a Russian of the Rus-

sians."
"That, too, I believe, is a well authenticated fact."
"1 am wealthy, a governor of a prov-

ince and shull soon be promoted to η
better station. Since you entered the
rude territory in the southern part of
met frequentmy government we have

ly;

we

have been friends."

"Ye·." replied Gordon, rather dubiously. stroking his chin.
"Wheu

you

needed

protection,

my

power protected you."
"I believe you," said Gordon, falling
to remember the time when he needed
the protection of the prince.
"I merely express myself thus to recall to you my friendship." said the
prince. "Mow 1 come to the real errand that brought me here. 1 love
your daughter."
"Eh Γ exclaimed

Gordon, rousing
himself and stiffening perceptibly.
"I repeat fir, that I love your daughter. I want ber for my wife, my pria·

ceie."

from GorA cloud of smoke
don's lips. Be was looking at a distant
cnurch tower wltb eyes that saw no
came

church.
"You seem surprised," said the prince.
"Is it a matter of surprise that a man
should lore so noble and beautiful a

daughter?"
"No," said Gordon elowly, "and

young woman as your

HOOD

Garget Cure

—

pleased at your candor." reprince. "I shall soon have an
opportunity to speak to her myself. I
"I am
lied the

t:ust t!.r.t t'.'s convolution will not in-

injured, W

ground.
he

ous."
"It Is long since we were mere horseshoers." said the old man. "The railroad"—
,
"But surely yoti can make a shoe and
it on. 1 must go forward, and I do

put

not wish to lame tills valuable horse."
"Certainly, we will shoe the horse,"
put in Vladimir, whose kind heart
could never refuse any request that
was reasonable and proper. "I will at-

tend to it at once."
"But the meal is waiting," said the
old woman.
"The meal Is but a short distance,
and Graslov is far," said Vladimir. "1
will shoe the horse and permit the

pi cu.· friendship."
prince to proceed."
I appreciate the honor
"Nonsense!
"IIow did you know that I was a
you have done my girl. Hut unless she prince?" asked the stranger, looking
loves you your case is hopeless."
about him with a keen eye that was
The prince bowed and took his depar- full of inquiry.
"The horse is of the herd at Graslov,
ture, and Gordon, laughing, turned into
the hotel.
the seat of the Ncsierovs," was the
"I'll have to tell her," he said. Then, answer. "I know the herd and think 1
with a sudden resolve: "No, I won't have shod tills very horse before."
I need the friendship of the
either.
"Good! That is better than puttiu„
prince, and if she knows he wants to him into the hands of a stranger," said
marry her who can tell what trouble it the rider. "Is your name Paulpoff?"
"It is. I am Vladimir Pnulpoff. The
may cause?"
As Neslerov was leaving the hotel he little father here is .Michael."
met Frances returning from a drive.
"Ah, I have heard of you. You have
"I am pleased to see you, I'rince guessed correctly. I am a prince. My
Neslerov," she said, offering lier hand. steward, who lias charge of my estate
"And I am always glad to meet you, while I am away in Siberia, hns told
"Did you me of the giant who Is growing riclj
Mile. Gordon," he replied.
working for the railroad. It is sa!«l
enjoy your drive?"
"Yes, but I did not go far. I visited that you can bend an iron bar with
several bazaars where books are sold. your hands."
See. I have quite a number of purVladimir in response picked up an
chases."
iron bar about four feet long and an
"You love books as well as action."
inch thick and bent it double with u<
"I love them—yes. But these are for apparent effort.
a friend, a young man fitted by nature
"Good God!" exclaimed the prince.
to adorn a higher station than the one "Are you that powerful?"
I send him
muscle in this work,''
to which he was born.
"We
t

rr:

You could

books, and he studies.

help

him. prince. With your power, your
Influence, you could do much for him.
I refer to Vladimir Paulpotf, the blacksmith of Perm."
"You are very kind to my poor connttyman," said the prince, with a smile.
"To please you I will make it my businoss to see this blacksmith, and if
there Is any way in which I may be of
use in assisting him along the lines
to do
you suggest I shall be pleased

80."

She thanked him and
the hotel.

passed

on

acquire

Vladimir answered, "and I

was

born

powerful."

A look of wonder had spread over tho
face of the prince. lie sat upon a rude
stool while the other two began to pre-

Here worked old Michael Paulpofl
and his son Vladimir, and it had been
to this uninviting place that Frances
Gordon had come to make the chance
acquaintance of the young giant.
The huts and tbe surroundings were
growing even les» invitiug, foi

rapidly

nothing was being done now to keej
anything in repair.
A collection of household goods, ovet

"What is it that youmy—uur Vladlnilι

aijv

eyes
Vladimir with something like fear in
lie glanced from one t<
them now.
another of the proup.
Papa PaulpofT showed evidences of
nervousness, but Vladimir was eagei
to satisfy the prince. II<· sent the· ohl

for the other portrait.
She brought It and placed it in tin
hands of the prince. At the fir«t planet
his face went white to the very lips
His hands shook. His fram«> trembled
"Good heavens!" was breathed undct
The words were not
his mustache.
heard, but the manner of the man dhl
woman

when It was lost."

"Iff"0: to'ttie'lover,

»»«

»v"

·»·»·«

resrssii-rS
S4 οΛΓΐΙΓί'οη "C

^K^neeinnttos proton.

rZflffi wTf

j^^^ti^kind

Zta'Tather Ses

But you will grow away from us.
Couldn't love him
that American girl,
"«"«Μ* ,t will perhaps marry
known him all ber life.
she would not like our simple
sup and
was easier to love a
ways."
po«e. who could bamboozle her.
"
The hammer In Vladimir's hand
\nd so It was broken off
down with redoubled force.
came
rea
to
was
"There
nothing
Is that you say—our Vludlmlr
"What
bhe
never
Tie, were
talking of marrying?" asked the tremply refused him. rhey are ir
^ ulous voice of Mrs. Paulpoff. "I came
when they meet—coolly t>o.
to say that the meal is ready, and I
I do? She had to have her own way·
do I And?"
•«A prosaic friendship such as that I. find—what
"Oh, Papa Paulpoff Is dreaming one
not dangerous." said the pr "«·
of his dreams," said Vladimir, with a
I your permission to
ïoU gay laugh.
"But is It not so, old woman?" asked

^'aus! ^hl
stranger,,I

engaged^

«Γ

Papa Paulpoff. "Is It not quite possible that our Vladimir may marry that
handsome American girl?"
"I have seen It so," answered the old
daughter Is much Interested :and
woman. "It seems that no young womhaps you have not
l χ myseif do an would take this Interest if she did
to Inform you. althougn
not attach much Importance to the not love"—
"Oh, nonsense!" cried Vladimir. "We
thing. There le a blacksmith
I admire.
She is good.
are friends.
••r»h thp blacksmith of Perm.
W
I could almost worship her, but

ht^ar

«id Gordon

:»»»cpr,oc*
'""OoodneM^no!

yonr danghter

bh. to interested.

fh.

^orirncrrp.,;
Gordon, laughing. "IMt

Why,

I am a peasant. She Is"—
There came the sound of cursing outA
side and the fall of a horse's hoofs.
shout took the old man to the door.

"Curses upon this beast!" came an
angry voice as a man about thirty-five,
clad la a neat riding suit, entered the
with
room striking his high boottops
his whip. "I have Just been thrown.
In some mysterious manner my horse,

All

They met In this way
was crossing Into To

BOmet SÏe

j wanted
&Qd ghe

The stature and strength

bnto Shelaw
I our

.nd^-

HÏL? L,ug

that thi8
ft glri like
lronWOrker
and a mere Ire

customs are so'
free intercourse bet

y0Ur

daughter

eeems more to ™

SaVmJe «5**»

I two."

^

^ uothlng more
between these

Stuffed Up

That's the condition of many eufferera
from catarrh, especially in the morning.
Great difficulty is experienced in clearing the head and throat.
No wonder catarrh causes headache,
impairs the taste, smell and hearing,
stompollutes the breath, deranges the
ach and affects t.ie appetite.
To cure catarrh, treatment must be
constitutional—alterative ar.d tonic.

"I was alllicted with catarrh. I took
medicines of different kinds, giving each
until
a fair trial: but pratluully «rew worse
I could hardly hear, ta.«te or smell. I then
concluded to try Hood's Sarsaparilla, and
after taking five bottles I was cured and
have not had any return of the disease
since." Eugene Forbes, Lebanon, Kan.

Hood's Scirsaparilla

Cures catarrh—it soothes and strengthand builde
ens the mucous membrane
op the whole systciu.

pleased

to

marry

one

of

Russia's

wealthiest princes."

"Hut such a one!" continued the In"She Is beautiful,
discreet old man.
she is rich, and she sends him books.'
"Good! She is educating you. She
must love you," said Neslerov.
"Oh. as to love, that is different. Her
acts are kind, and I feel grateful. Hut
—it will require a tine
for

marrying

make her happy."
"He will make any one happy," put
In the old woman, with a glance of
giant. "Any jyrl,
pride at the
even though she might be a princess,
would get no better for a husband.
Look at those arms! Can they not pro-

man to

jilting

tect?"
"They could fell

a bull!" said Xesle"How do you pass the time here'
Do you go to the nearest village or tc
Perm and play V
"Xot he!" said Jhe old man. pauslnp
long enough in his work to add his
tribute to this son they loved so well
"That young man spending his time ai
I think not, your excellency
a village!
With his books he spends his nights
He studies or he paints."

rov.

"What's that? Paints!"
"Aye, Indeed yes. Ile is

a

born paint

er."
"And shoeing horses?"
"One gets α kopeck or two for shoe
lug horses. One must paint for tin
known
pleasure of It, unless one is well
It will come in time," said Vladimir. •
"See. he is not so simple as he looks.'
said
Paulpoff, nodding his liea<

Papa
toward the big boy.
"Very far from simple, I should sayL
answered Xeslerov.
"Old woman Γ shouted Papa Paul
eh ?
poff suddenly, so suddenly that
jumped in alarm. "Go get the plcturt
Let the prince see the face of her wh >
is so kind to Vladimir."
The old woman obeyed and ran out.
"Her picture! You have her pictur e

painted!" stammered Neslerov.
"Yes, I, and the good part

of It I s
•
that she knows nothing of It. I sha
t
give It to her when she comes again
see us," said Vladimir.
"But I do not understand. How coul j
It bi s
you draw a face without having
fore you?" asked the prince.
"Ha! It Is never from my sight. Tl e

c
most beautiful face! A face that or
could not forget I drew lt-I palntc d

business, and. if my memory
rightly, he gave a commission to a blacksmith either in Kawasaki (on the Tokaldo, between Yokohama
and Tokyo) or in Fujlsawa to construct
the Oà-^t jlnrikisha. The vehicle took
at once with the Japanese, but not so
it
among the foreigners, with whom

peddling

eerves inr

time before it became a popular means of locomotion. Mr. Uoble
was an American citizen."

was some

Taking ΠΙηι at 111» Word.
Jefferson in his blojn-aphy
relates what was probably the last jest
of Artemus Ward. When the famous
wit lay dying in Southampton, he was
attended by his devoted friend Tom
Robertson, the author of "Caste," who

Joseph

also a friend of Jefferson.
"Just before Ward's death," writes
Mr. Jefferson, "Robertson poured out
some medicine In a glass and offered
was

it to his friend.
"Ward said:
"'My dear Tom, I can't take that
dreadful stuff.'
"
'Come, come,' said Robertson, urging him to swallow the nauseous drug.
There's a good fellow. Do, now, for
my sake. You know I would do any-

thing for you.'
PaulpofT. "It was in a small house we
"'Would you?' said Ward, feebly
bad years ago, and it burned down."
stretching out his hand to grasp hie
•'And the picture destroyed ?"
friend's, perhaps for the last time.
"Alas, yes. It was so pretty, a noble
"
Ί would indeed,' said Robertson.
sait!
a
even
woman, perhaps
princess,"
"
Then you take it,' said Ward.
a
child
like
Papa Paulpofï. "I wept
a few

u.v

»

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

PaulpotT.
bepan
con"Yes, and as beautiful a face as this, dents of the i>ort as an honest,
was be
but a Russian," added Vladimir. "It sistent missionary. I believe It
was a picture.
Papa PaulpofT had it. who built the first missionary chapel
it lasted
I found it one day and painted one In Yokohama, and as long as
it was known as 'Coble's church.' He
from it."
was in the habit of taking long ram"Show It to me," said Neslerov.
and doing a little
were fixed on the face of bles in the country
Ills

perfectly Impassive.
"I will buy this. Name your price."
said the prince. "And I will buy tlio
other, the one you found."
"Alas. It Is lost!" exclaimed Papa

ers.

Absolutely Pare

Orlvie of the JlnrlkJahM.
"Such a talent must have an outlet.
Most travelers lu Japan would supThere must be something else. Come!
InstiI will look at all you have and buy pose that so general a Japanese
tution as the Jlnrikisha was of native
what I want."
resident of
"But not that." replied Vladimir. "I origin, but not so. An old
Yokohama writes to the Kobe Chronicould not sell that."
cle: "For several years after the Insti"But another of the same face?"
tution of the Jlnrikisha it was general"No, I could not sell that face."
"Then let me see something else- ly understood among foreigners In Yosomething as pood as this—and I will kohama that Mr. Gobie, 'half cobbler,
half missionary,' was Its inventor. Mr.
buy it."
"There is another woman's face"— Goble, though a rough looking sort of
man, was regarded by the foreign peelMamma

swered Papa PaulpofT.
A swift plance of suspicion shot from
the eyes of Neslerov to the face of Pa;ia
raulpoff. But the old man's face was

ON

toutillfl
POWDER

Vladimir looked up in surprise and
caught a swift look of warning flashed
from Michael's eyes to those of his
wife. The warning flash was also seen
by Neslerov, and his curiosity was
whetted.
"Surely this cannot be all." he said.

himself.
"I found a small picture one day after a party of nobles passed by," an-

CHAPTER II.
ΤΠΕ BLACKSMITH AXD THE PICTURE.
a road leading from the city
of Perm toward the forest on
the south there stood a rude
cluster of buildings, ail οf
them old and in a poor state of repair.
This collection of huts was the home
and forge of the Taulpoffs, Ironwork-

ftOYAl.

tioning."

not escape Papa PaulpofT.
"Who Is this—it is a beautiful worn
an—but her name?" asked Neslerov
and his voice had turned suddenly
hoarse in spite of the effort to control

into

THE OLD RELIABLE

gerous rival for lier hand.
"But that is not all he has done." said
the chl woman exultlnply.
•Tshaw!" exclaimed Tapa PaulpofT.
"lie has done nothing else worth men-

"«ϊ£Γϊ." *3£»

In garget the udder becomes Inflamed,
hot, red and painful, and the milk seems
that he was a
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
of a man
A tahlespoonful of Hood Farm Garge. magnificent specimen
Cure m.xed with damp feed two or three
times a day will cure any ordinary case.
"
One of my cows had bloody garget and
himself."
I fed her Hood Farm Garget Cure, night ing
„
gal(1 the
YoU
and morning for six days, after which the
«
perhaps
milk was all right." A. E. Loomis, North prince. "But, being Russian,
Wolcott, Vt.
Prices fl and $2.50.
Hood Farm 8alV· especially preour
pared to be used In connection with
Garget Cure. Also excellent for cracked
on
teats, sorçe, bruises, fl. Call for treatise
garget and its causes. Prepared by C. I.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A.
SeuMxirr & Co., South Paris, He.

you do. There was only one man—Jack
Denton—that I wanted for a son-inlaw, and she won't have him. Now, 1
know little about her plans, if she lias
any. S!t might fall in love with you,
i:i which ease I could not prevent her
t-arryliig >ou. If she does not fall in
I vc with you, 1 could not compel her
t: marry you if I wmld."

The horsy is unlins lost the shoe. I
heard the sound of η smithy nnd came
I nmst reach
to you for assistance.
Grat lov tonight, and the delay Is seried me to the

It—two—three and four times from
memory, anil always alike."
At tills juncture the old woman returned with a picture In a frame. Silently hhe handed it to Neslerov. lie
sat with it in his hands, gazing down
hungrily upon the features he knew so
It showed two things—first,
well.
that there was. undeveloped In the
young man. a talent that would make
him famous if It ever cot a chance; second. that he must have the picture of
the girl Indelibly in his mind to paint
And.
so true a picture from memory.
knowing Frances Gordon. Neslerov
knew that this man vas a most dan-

talking of marrulwjf"
horse. The line
Tears came Into Ills eyes now at t!»o
pare for shoeing the
was brought inside, and he. remembrance of it.
animal
which old Mamma Paulpoff watched
"I will buy this. How much do yo
like his noble master, seemed surprised
carefully, gave evidence that the fam- at his surroundings.
ask for it?" lie asked of Vladimir.
themselves
remove
to
about
ily were
"On second thoughts, it is not for
The old woman, patient now tiud»'i
and their belongings to another place.
the rebuke of Vladimir, stood waitin:: sale," Vladimir answered.
the
and
young
........1.... " lin
"If- Is η
·,τ
But still the old man
"This is uot much of a place for si:«»win.
at
U l'I C
Ullt»
We ilo not have them
face.
said Xeslerov, looking beautiful
men,"
cessful
Vladimir struck were tremendous. The
In this part of Russia. In St. Petersaround him.
Iron under his hammer bent and flat"IIo!" chuckled the old man. "Yoi burg, perhaps."
tened as the sparks shot like fireworks
Lie shot a glance at Papa Ptiulpoff
have come too soon. See. nothing is
to the far corners of the place. There
man was bendbeing done. We are about to leave tbii as he spoke, but the old
fact
his
handsome
on
was a gay laugh
the
for a spot nearer the railway."
ing down putting the hot shoe on
place
In
childlike
almost
was
—a face that
horse's hoof.
"Business is not good, then?"
Its simplicity and guilelessness.
The job finished, there remained
"Oh, is it not?" said Vladimir. "When
"Oh, that will be a happy day. Papa one lias a
friend to send the nothing but to pay the I'aulpolTs and
«««'
it
powerful
Paulpoff!" the young man said glee- Ironwork to him. it is easy to get along, depart. The prime did this, bade them
τ-ould not ninrry him. 1
his tongs into the white
steed
L( fully. plunging
a pleasant farewell, mounted his
i*
11 11*1
»> 1" > 11
OIIW1'
Are and withdrawing a bar of iron.
In the work. Instead of this and rode away.
employed
"What will?" asked the old man,
"Explain the mystery!" cried Vladihovel my father and mother shall live
Denton was Hie son ot omso
looking sidewlse at his son, but contin- In a fine house, ami my father shall mir. "You have not lost the picture!
one
at
«as
Denton
Old
trlends.
his work.
to lose it!
^«rth a lot of money, nut iosi u uing
work no more. I shall make money foi You commanded me never
"The day I can take you and the littiie lie about the lire?"
Why
all."
tle mother to a better home."
"The picture." replied Papa PaulpolT,
"Ah! Then I suppose you will be get"We have been happy here," replied
white under his thick beard,
turning
married?"
old I'apa Paulpoff. looking round at tin ting
noble lady who was a
"That Is something 1 have not thought "Is that of a
interior.
dingy
and whom we as
of
friend
family
my
oet>i
»«■
the
not
know."
one of
of. I do
"Yes, we have been happy—we shal.
I do
as a saint.
t neilr
children
the
worshiped
chuckled
else
kno*.vs."
"Somebody
be happy, for we are simplt
Always
That prince seemit.
lost·
to
want
«
*«
un
not
là
"There
the Obi.
But with greatei doting Pupa Paulpofï.
and require little.
who she was. and I did not
wlll be l)l3 work.
American girl who thinks well of ed to know
more money greater hap
And comfort and
want him to get the picture, so I lied.
our"—
fee!
line
to
is
It
plness ought to come.
about that dinner?"
"Husk!" exclaimed Vladimir impa- Old woman, what
growing to be somebody in tht
"It awaits," said Mamma PaulpolT.
of some
are
S™< disappoint- yourself
"You
speaking
tiently.
; mo Tick and she have been world—to feel yourself expand, broad one whose name must be sacred."
"Then come. 1 am famished. If one
work.
en. It ta study that does It, and
to me to disturb me eating, 1
Xeslerov
and
Hushed,
was
speaks
Wends since they
His face
I think the knowledge gives me more
use
will
my foot."
it
searchingly.
looked at
atthan the wealth. But we also
Once at the table. Papa PaulpolT
to see his girl «et. pleasure
"You are very fortunate." said Xeslerude manners
Beed the wealth."
the
with
meal
the
reafor
some
martacked
to
him
one
have
no
But she won't
rov jokingly. "I can get
the old
The old man sighed.
of the uneducated Russian, and
me."
"Yea, that Is good, that knowledge. ry
woman sat with downcast eyes eating
"You but Jest. Any one would be
You

If It

FARM

marry him would you consent?"
"I'd have to."
"Do you consider such a thing probable?"
"Prince. I know as little about it as

who never stumbles, caught his foot In
something, tore loose his shoe and hurl-

her own meal.

Vladimir, though devoured by curiosold
ity. knew the peculiarities of the
man

und nte in silence.

[to

UK

(OVTINUKU.J

Spiteful.
is
"Yes," said the engaged girl. "Dick
me one kiss
very methodical. lie gives

Xupolriin Got HI* Spanking.
at Elba Napoleon
related that one day his mother's
mother was hobbling along the street
In AJacclo, Corsica, and that he and
his sister Pauline followed the old
lady and mimicked her. Their grandmother, happening to turn, caught
them In the act. She complained to
Mme. Letltia. Fauline was at once
"spanked" and disposed of. Napoleon,
who was out in regimentals, could not
Ills mother bided her
be handled.

time. Nest (lay, wnen ner son wuu ua
his guard, she cried: "Quick. Napo! You are Invited to dine with the
governor!" He ran up to his room to
change his clothing. She quietly followed and when she judged that the
into the
proper time bad come rushed
before
room, selztnl her undressed lien»
he guessed lier purpose, laid him arrose
the maternal knee and belabored him

earnestly with the flat of her hand.

Ancient 5U> Ncrnpor*.
Numerous contlicting estimates have
been made of the height of the tower Β
of Ha bel, but one fact never has been/
denied and that Is that it was a
St. Jerome In his eommen-"
scraper.
tower
tary on Isaiah says that the
was already 4,000 paces high when
God came down to stop the work. A

sky-J

pace Is about two and one-half feet;Γ
therefore I.(hh) paces must be ΙΟ,ΟϋΟ
feet; consequently^ Ha bel was twenty
times as high as the pyramids (which
are only about 5<κ> feet). Father Calmet says the tower was 81,000 feet
high and that the languages were eonfounded because the architects were
confounded, as they «lid not know how
to bring the building to α head. MoreChinese
over, it is understood that the
language of today was originally the
same language as the high German

A Pretty funtaim.
South American lovers have a pretty i
custom. It is well known that when)
the petals of the great laurel magnolia
are touched, however lightly, the
suit Is a brown spot which develops In.
The fact Is taken ad-,
α few hours.

"That's always been his way,"
heard
turned her dearest friend. "I've
lots of girls comment on it."
to
Thus It happens that they cease
speak to each other.

re-

re·)

vantage of by the lover, who pulls a;
magnolia flower and on one of Its pure^
white petals writes a motto or message.}
with a hard, sharp pointed pencil/

S1Y2.0CH
Shylock

wanted
flesh.

the

pound

There

Shylocks

cent.

was

a

man

Then he sends the flower, the young
lady puts It In a vase of water, and In t
three or four hours the message writI
ten on the leaf becomes visible.
A Coincidence.
"So that young man wants to marry
you?" said Mabel's father.
"Yes," was the reply.
"Do you know how much his salary

who

human

of

many
the convalesconsumptive, the
are

is?"
"No; but it's

now,

the

all want human flesh

and they can ge£
Scott's Emulsion.

an

it—take

The Baby and the PMtor,
Father of the Pastor (after the eermou)—How Horace has changed since
he wue a baby!
Of
Tho Mother—What an Ideal
course be has changed.
Father—What 1 mean la that when
he was a baby he used to keep me

Scott's Emulsion is flesh
and blood, bone and muscle
It feeds the nerves, strengthens
lawake.—Boston
the digestive organs and thej I

body.
nearly thirty

feed the whole
For

Transcript

Beyond Him.

Uncle Josh (at the theater)—Be goth
durned! Ef they calls this yer blood
'u' thunder stuff mellow drama, what
la sufferin' hayricks do they think 'le
real ripe stuff?—Town and Country.

yean

Scott's Emulsion has been the
of human flesh.

great giver

We will send you a couple of
ounces free.
SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemist·.
New York
409-415 Pearl Street,
«ac.aodfi.go; all drugguU.

awfully strange coin-

cidence."
"What do you mean?"
"Herbert asked the very same Que»·
1
tlou about you."

sickly child, the pale young
woman,

away

During his exile

when he comes and two when he goes

away."

passed

"The humorist
hours later."

A "lean Throat.

I

Nance—Jack Morton proposée in thl*
'letter. I wonder If he really loves me.
He has only known me a week.
I

The Brother—Oh, then, perhape be

THB OXFORD BEARS.

kSTABLISHKU Is*.

Democrat,

Jilt (Dsfurd

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

ISSl'KD TUESDAYS.

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
PARIS HILL.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, OCT. 23, 1902.

Bapda» Church,
ΙI fο/Ι*·*
asior. I reaching

AT WOOD A FORBES, I -<un.lay School μ
Fdllert tad

Proprietor·.

UNHI M. ATWOOl>.

▲. K. Fouxs.

I bum —61 .St) a /ear If paid »trlctly tn advance.
Otherwtae #2.t» a year. Single copte» i cent».
A l>TUtTlAKMKjrr·
All legal advertisement«re given three consecutive Insertion» for tl JO

per Inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local. Iran nient and yearly advertis-

ers.

ίο» Pkutuo.-—New type, taat preaaea. «team
power, experienced workain and low price»
combine to make thla department of our bualneaa complete and popular.

COMING F VENTS.
W,

meeting Oxford Unlver
«aINt Association, South Paris.
Nov. 4.—Ox for· 1 Pomona tirange. Weat Mlnot.
Not ♦. 5,
Annual meeting of Maine State
Pomologtcal Society, Karmlagton.

<>ct.

Annunl

NKW

ADVRRT1SKMKSTS.

If You are a Fanner ami Have One Cent.
Hot W ater Bottle».
Herb Lotion.
Arlon Yarn».
Save Your Sight.
Maine Typewriter Kxcbange.
Before You Buy a Piano.
< >tn e Morr Those
Special I.ow 1'rlcee.
Probate Notice».
7 Notice» of Appointment.
Galvanize*! W a*h Tube 75 cent».
Μΐββ M attic I. Richard».
Horwa
Still Doing Buslne»».

RECEPTION TO REV. MR. MABRV.
The reception tendered on Friday, Oct.
17th. at Orange Hall, Hiram, to Kev.
Madison K. Mabry of Turner, on his "Nth
birthday, by his former pupils and
townsmen, was a success, and was a tittinix and w ell-merited tribute to a long
and useful career of high ideals and untiring efforts for the cause of religion,
education, and moral progress.
Mr. Mabry served for years on the
school board of Hiram, and was for a
time county supervisor of schools in
York County, also preceptor of Limerick
Academy and principal of Parsonstield
His active
Seminary several terms.
period of life has tilled sixty-one years,
as the first >>f his one hundred and twelve
terms of school was taught in 1841.
Among his pupils are Ex-Governor
iila< k of New York, also fifty-six physicians, ami a long roster of distinguished
names.
Mr. Mabry is straight as an
arrow, and genial, magnetic, alert, and
of restless activity as of old, a tribute to
his pure life and total abstinence from
intoxicating liquor and tobacco.
The Way was fine and a large uumber
of our citizens and persons from New
Hampshire and Massachusetts assembled
to honor the man. who, more than any
other man. living or dead, has left his
impress upon three generations of our

IN ALL

Ββτ. Η. H. BUbop,
Sunday at 11 am
Sabbath fcvenlnjr 8er
UMaa*

everv

β M.

|1?η"Λ« ;£;Λ,Prmjer
Chnprh,

Rev. J. H. Little. Paetor.
I I rea hlng service every Sunday M 11 a m
I *>u»<iay school at 12 u.

..JUr'lT™*11·4

I

Dr. A. C. Hamlin of

Hill a few days last
J theMrs.
Ε. H. Jackson

Bangor

week.

was

at

the
attended
national convention of the W. C. T. U.
I in Portland.
I he Beeches will close during the
I present week. A number of guests
I have remained there up to the end of
I the season, and enjoyed the beauty of
I the autumn.
I Mrs. J. E. McDowell and Mise Dow of
I Portland are guests of Mrs. Ε. Π. Jack-

j

! son.

Fred Albee and wife, and their daughI ter, Miss Rubin Barber, of Auburn, are
I quests at W. H. Cummings'.
I J. S. Mason and wife went to Lewis! ton Saturday to spend the winter with
the family of their son, Charles A.

1

I Mason.
I J. II. Kawson has an unusually tine lot
In fact, he says
I of apples this year.
I lie thinks they never grew larger or
Ile has
I handsomer than this season.
I about :{2ô barrels stored in his bins, aud
I they are a pretty sight.
LOVELL.
Mt. Pleasant Encamp·
I ment of Bridgtou, to the number of
I seventeen, visited Lake Kezar EncampThere was work in
I ment of this town.
I the three degrees and an oyster supper

Monday evening

I was served.
The Ladies'

Library Club gave
at Odd Felsupper and entertainment
There
lows Hall Wednesday evening.
and
was quite a large company present
a very enjoyable evening.
Elwin Hubbard is at home from
Boston.
Carrie Hubbard goes Saturday to
South Paris with her sister, Mrs. Easta

man.

The people called Friday evening on
the pastor of the Congregational church,
I Rev. C. F. Sargent. Owing to the rain
>
up suddenly, the people at the
j omingwere
not able to be present, but
Center
The
there was a good sized company.
family were presented with a beautiful
coueh and smaller presents of great
variety, all helpful and showing the
'houghtfulness and good will of the

J

people.

Hon. I·. \\. Dallinger and family rt>nirned to Cambridge Friday morning,
and A. P. Stone and nephew came

Friday night.

.Jessie A. Chapman

was

Fryeburg over Sunday.

at home from

F. X. Fox is away during the week.
Ceo. Marston has been at West Denmark for a few weeks, working on mill
repairs for William Hazeltine.
I)ea. Cyrus Andrews and wife have
people.
been visiting at the village the past
After dinner which was one of Hiram's week.
best, Hon. Almon Young was called to
There was a husking at Mrs. L. M.
preside and made suitable introductory Charles' Thursday evening.
remarks. Mr. Mabry made an impressive
Ε. M. Noble, superinMr.
prayer.
EAST HEBRON.
tendent of schools, gave a fine address of
Ί he cold nights have frozen the apples
welcome. Hon. Samuel W. Gould re- on the trees. Those that let them responded for the returning sous and main over one day found them all right
daughters of Hiram, in an eloquent for picking.
speech. Mr. Mabry also responded,
Mrs. Richard Young, now of Cameron.
with expressions of deep gratitude for W
is., is passing a few weeks with her
the respect shown him, and called up
old friejiis and neighbors. This is her
many interesting reminiscences of by- Mist return since she left the place thirtvgone years. Mrs. Geo. W. Clifford read
w
>°ars ago. Her old friends gave her
interesting letters from former pupils, warm greetings, all being delighted to
including Kev. Frederick A. Noble, D. see
heragain. Since she left, her husD., of Chicago. Hon. C. H. Barker, post- band died and was laid to rest uear their
master of Portland, I)r. l'eleg WadsOnslow and W. H., their
residence.
worth of Maiden, Mass.
Llewellyn A. sons, live in that near vicinity, and
a
read
Wadsworth spoke briefly and
intend to visit their old home and
and Old
poem on "Old Memories,
ι rinds in the year, if nothing prevents.
Friends."
<>n Sunday, the l!»th. Miss Hester A
A liberal purse of money was handed
Phillips of Hast Hebron and William C.
to Mr. Mabry as a birthday gift, includ- \
errill of West Minot were united in
ing several ten dollar bills from his marriage by Rev. Stephen D. Richardson
children. Of his six living children. of
His
Hebron, at the parsonage.
Mrs. Sarah Shehan, of Wisconsin, was iealth would not admit of his
goin" to
absent. The others, I)r. Irving Mabry. the b.ide's home, and she wished him to
Mim f'nr:i M.ihrv
Mrs. Alberta Abbott
perform the ceremony, as he married
of Fryeburg, î)r. Charles
Mabry of ier parents twenty-two years ago. The
Vassal boro. Mr. Willis Mubry of Cam- orme s
parent* unci ntmuy wort; au
bridge, Mass., spoke in reverent terms present, also the bridegroom's parente
of their honored father and their saiuted
and family. With Mrs. Young and Mr.
mother.
and Mrs. Wm. Packard in the bride's
Mrs. M. K. Mabry gave a tine tribute home a
treat, many kinds of nice cake
to her husband's mother, "Aunt Han- and ice
on their
cream, were served
nah," whose ninety-three years were a return.
Mrs. Young presented the
blessing and a benediction upon all who bride with a beautiful silver pie kuife.
knew her. She and her good husband, Other
presents will be mentioned later
Dea. Thomas Mabry. were fitting parents on. Mr. and Mrs. Verrill were
graduates
for such a son. Mr. I.eland Q. Kimball
from Hebron in the class of 11H)2. After
of Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Clara E. Kim- the refreshments
appropriate music was
ball, Mrs. J. Everett Stuart, Mrs. John furnished. While
they were receiving
P. Hubbard, Hon. Almon Young, and
congratulations, llerman D. Phillips, a
Kev. Mr. Mabry also made interesting
brother, slyly attached a long string of
addresses.
old shoes to the carriage that conveyed
Thus passed a notable October day, of them to their home in West Minot The
greetings and partings. It seemed as if old shoes traveled after the carriage unNature, like the olden patriarch, had noticed
by the happy couple.
robed in a garment of many colors, the
most beautiful of her twelve children,
LOCKE'S MILtS.
in honor of Hiram's returning wanderΑ. L. Emery returned home Tuesday,
ers.
the 21st, from a very successful six
Ll.EWKI.LYN A. WaI>8WOKT1L
Ile went to
weeks' business trip.
Auburn on business Saturday.
Wells
went
to
Auburn for
Mrs. S. A.
RESUBMISSION.
At the semi-annual session of the a few weeks' stay Monday, 20th.
Five "Howe Hillers" attended the
of
Grand Lodge of Good Templars,
South Bethel circle Thursday evening.
Maine this report was adopted:
Our Good Templars have favored Pro- The circle was entertained by Mrs. Bert
hibition as an order for half a century. Cummings.
Mrs. Susan Libby, who has been in
Everywhere we have battled with the
are now lined up very poor health for some months, went
same forces which
with her
against us on this question. The saloon t<> Portland Monday for a stay
kee|>er, the inveterate rum drinker, the daughter, Mrs. Helen Patch, who came
machine ward politician, the wholesaler up for her.
Mrs. II. A. Crooker, who has been
of intoxicating liquors, make up a whole
with her daughter, Mrs. A. L. Emery,
army of the forces in favor of resubmission. it is indeed a matter of regret to for some time, is at present in Norway.
J. S. Hutcliins of South Bethel is
us that here and there among them are
gentlemen who have sometimes worthily having a serious time with sores on his
acijuitted themselves in the temperance hands, something of the nature of blood
field, but as an order we are thoroughly poisoning.
for prohibition, aud the enforcement of
PfRU
the same, and deem it unwise to resubThe members of Kockemeka Grange
mit our prohibitory laws to the people,
have put in the foundation for a Grange
for it seems to us that our time can be
Hall. It is to be *>0 feet long and :H)
used to better advantage, in demanding
two stories high with basement
the election two years hence, of houest wide,
officials pledged to enforce this as other for horses.
S. K. Chase was found insensible in
laws.
his blacksmith shop on the 18th. The
As has been said by a very distinguishit was a shock and he
ed citizen of Maine, "If resubmission doctor thought
not come out of it at this writing.
should result iu a vote sustaining the has
Mrs. Eunice Poland is visiting at Canlaw by an increased or diminished maton.
law
more or
it
make
the
would
jority.
Born, on the 2Sth of September, to
less useful?" We answer. No. Neither
wife of S. A. Getchell, a son. (Clyde
would it make the politicians more ready the
to enforce the law. Why then spend the Harold.)
Joseph Getchell has moved into J. E.
time talking resubmission'.' It is nonConant's house that P. G. Barrett moved
sense and we want none of it in this
out of.
commonwealth.
The people of Maine, as well as all
Good Templars, will stand by the rockribbed principles of prohibition and the
politicians of the state can make up their
minds to that etlect. If the question
shall come we will meet the issue squarely, but we shall not foolishly come out
from the constitutional entreuchmeuts
which now protect us to do battle, and
if the politicians of Maine force us to
needless trouble and expense in this line,
some of them at least shall hear of it in
the future.
MERE AND THERE.
The first semi-public announcement
the coal operators in connection with
the close of the strike conveys the pleasing intimation that the price of coal
must come dowu at once, and that if
the dealers persist in maintaining the
exorbitant rate, the operators will take
measures to distribute it themselves.
But this circular has a snapper on it, to
the effect that owing to the increased
cost of miuing caused by the strike, the
price will be advanced fifty cents per ton,
And it is reasonably safe
until Jan. 1st.
to prophesy that the fifty cents advance,
iike Poe's soul from out the raven's
shadow, shall be lifted nevermore.

by

The Maine Grand Lodge of Odd Pellows held its annual meeting in Augusta
last week. The reports show a gain of
203 members. The )rder now numbers
in suoordinate branch, 21,151, with available assets of $701,324.31, a gain of more
than |21,QUO, which numerically and
financially, is the largest exhibit ever
shown. The following are the grand
officers elected:
Unuul Muter— Leon T. Uljulne, Brewer.
Deputy «»r*n<l Miuter—\τΓ Β. LlttlefleM,
Worth Berwick.
Uraxi WarUeo—Leon K. Merrill, Solon.
Gna«l Secretary—R. Q. Dyer. Portland.
(«rftncl Treaeurer—W E. rlumuier Portland.
GnuiU Representative—W. W. Cutler, Wort

brook.

BETHEL.
BUCKFIELD.
There was no preaching service at the
Dr. Heald and J. H. Carey of Salem
19th as the pastor
put in a day this week bringing in a Methodist church Oct.
was in Portland to attend the National
hedgehog.
The hotel stable is nearing completion W. C. T. U. convention.
At the Congregational church Oct. 19
and so is the open shed belonging to the
In
same. This was a three-legged structure was observed as C. E. Rally Day.
com- the evening papers were read by several
anyway, and when the two Georges
menced to tamper with it, it collapsed, of the members and a very full and interof the New England Conburying a surrey, while the men retreat- esting report
ed in disorder. George H. Hersey con- vention of Christian Endeavor was given
by Mr. E. C. Bowler and the pastor, who
tractor.
R. C. Thomes is repairing his shop, had been in attendance upon the meetatoccupied by J. F. Packard, and I. W. ings. The decorations were very
Shaw is tearing down a building in the tractive, being red, white and blue, and a
Clark was
Rev. Francis
rear of his store and building new. picture of
Those jobs keep the old superannuated prominently displayed.
Saturday, the 18tb, the Gould Academy
"bosses" quite busy looking after them.
Fred Ricker of Turner and Thomas boys and the Leavitt Institute (Turner)
Hoilis of Sumner were in town Wfjdnes- played a game of football at Riverside
Park. The score stood 0 to 0. Athough
day.
C. S. C'hilds is building a slaughter the result was not probably very gratify"No building in Buckfleld!" ing it had one feature to recommend it,
house.
Three slaughter houses in hailing dis- perfect friendliness and fairness.
The chair factory management have
tance, and a tine post office not mentionbought a large quantity of "slab-wood" of
ed.
Fillmore Simpson and wife, two octo- Mr. Isaac Morrill to burn in their furis that
genarians from North Turner, have re- naces this winter. The proepect
cently been in town visiting their daugh- their increase of work this winter will
ter and grandchildren, the widow of the supply their own needs and give them
late Augustus Bonney and her children. wood to sell.
A number of our people are spending
Mrs. Ilenry Nulty and Mrs. Benjamin
Gerrish attended the W. C. T. U. con- a short time in Boston.
Chester Saunders has bought a large
vention at Portland.
We were pleased to meet Isaac An- lot of dry wood of Sumner Bean of Aldrews of Woodstock on the 18th inst., bany and is loading it on the cars here.
while he and his wife were visiting at
Thursday afternoon the Ladies' Club
Frank Chase's. We remember him a.·! held a cake sale with good success and
the "Good Samaritan" in days long will hold another Thursday, Nov. β.
Mrs. C. D.
Manny and daughter
gone.
Sunday the remains of Mrs. Jeanette Louise of Newcastle, Ν. B., are guests
(Thomes) Gardner were brought from of Mrs. Manny's mother, Mrs. Albert
Norway and interred in Hucktield ceme- Copeland.
Mrs. McNabb of Indianapolis is the
tery, by the side of her late husband,
Oscar Gardner. She was a former resi- guest of her sister, Mrs. A. M. Clark.
been
Miss Ellen Gibson, who has
dent, the mother of Eugene Gardner of
this place, and two daughters, residents spending several months with her sisters
in Bethel, has returned to her home in
of Norway.
Monday morning the train was board- New Mexico where she has made her
ed for Boston by J. F. Packard, Rev. Mr. home for several years.
.Mr. Geo. II. Shifley and his daughter
Turner, and Dexter Bridgham; for Portland by Mrs. Win. P. Bridgham, while Isabel returned to their Brooklyn home
the doctor went to Auburn; Timothy at the close of the national convention.
Lunt and wife to Mechanic Fails. George
FRYEBURG.
and Susie Dunham and mother were
Mrs. Mary A. Randall died at her
passengers for some port.
A young man armed with extradition home Monday, Oct 20. She had been in
papers for the seizure and bringing to poor health for years.
Mrs. Townsend of St. Louis died at
this state the person of a young lady of
New Brunswick hoarded the train Mon- The Oxford Tuesday, Oct. 21. Her reday. This is one of the cases where the mains were taken to St. Louis for interment.
sentence precedes the trial.
The primary school was closed three
The Humford Falls court contingent
came down Monday morning, taking days this week on account of the illness
teams for South Paris.
This shows the of the teacher, Miss Alice Glines.
The foundation for the new drinking
beautiful railroad connections between
the Portland and Humford Falls and the fountain is being laid. This fountain
was given
Grand Trunk.
by Mr. Pierce of California.
Charles and Miner Farrar are visiting It is to be an erection of stone about 18
feet in height.
friends. They reside in Boston.
Mr. A. F. Lewis is boarding at the
Alumni House.
8RYANT POND.
Mrs. Frank Osgood is quite sick.
Miss Essie Bowker has finished her
Miss Ann Wiley is spending the week
school at Newry, and will leave for Boston the tirst of the week to attend Bur- at Intervale, N. IL
Mrs.
Wm. Post has been quite ill with
dette Business College.
Mrs. Jennie Lurvey has gone on a trip an abscess in her throat.
Mrs. Joseph Smith of Seattle, Wash.,
to Montreal with her father, Augustus
has started for homo after spending
Dunham.
Mrs. T. R. Day has gone to Lewiston several weeks with friends and relatives
to her daughter's, but intends to go here.
Mr. Dana Webster is out again after
west this fall and stop through the winbeing confined to the house for several
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Allen and baby weeks.
Dr. S. C. Gordon closed his summer
have gone to West Jonesport to visit her
home on Main Street and returned to
people.
Mrs. Mamie Crockett is convalescing Portland Thursday.
A supper and dance at Now Church
slowly.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hill have closed Hall Friday evening.
Saturday, the thermometer stood betheir house and gone to Norway for the
winter. Mr. Hill is in uncommonly poor low freezing nearly all day.
Sunday
was warm and summer like.
In the
health this fall.
Mrs. Henry Berry is recovering slow- evening there was the most severe
ly from the injuries she received by thunder shower that we have had this

Some Brllltaat Sword It role··.

NEWRY.

Elephants are completely disabled
by one blow from the Arab'· two

Mr. Jacob Paine, an aged gentleman of
North Newry, is suffering from what is
feared will prove blood poison, caused
by injuries to his bande.
Mrs. David Vail is going to spend the
winter in the West, visiting her sisters
whom she has not met for twenty-six
years. They reside in Michigan and

banded sword, which almost severs
the huge hind leg, biting deep Into th·
bone, This feat is varied by slashing
off the trunk, leaving it dangling only
by a piece <% skin. A ghoorka has
been seen to behead a buffalo with a
single blow of his cookrle. And Sir

Minnesota.
Fritz Vail has employment for the
winter with Mrs. Mary Littlehaie.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Wight have gone
to Boston to visit their son and other
friends.
Mrs. Nettie Russell, who has been at
work at the Lakeside in Upton, has
finished her engagement and returned
home.
Mrs. Martha Littlehale is in Berlin

visiting

her

daughter,

Mrs.

Samuel Baker, α man powerful enough
to wield during his African exploration the "baby," an elephant rifle
weighing 22 pounds, once clore a wild
bear with his big bunting knife almost
In halves as It was making a final rush,
catching It Just behind the shoulder
where the hide and bristles are at least

Irving

relates
span tfelck. Sir Walter Scott
how the Earl of Angus, with his huge
sweeping brand, challenged an opponent to fight and at a blow chopped
asunder bis thigh bone, killing him on
α

Stearns.
Mrs. A. W. Powers ie at Bethel with
her niece, Mrs. Norman Dudley.
Mise Carrie Wight is teaching in Grafton.
Winter term of school in Newry commenced Oct. 27.

the spot
There Is a story current In Australia
that a Lieutenant Anderson in 1862,
during an encounter with bushrangers,
cut clcan through the gun barrel of
And
his adversary with bis eword.
at Kuseussln it is related that one of
Arabl Pasha's soldiers was severed In
But
two during the midnight charge.
in the opinion of experts this Is very

EAST BETHEL.
A hard freeze Saturday morning followed by a thunder shower Sunday
night, with a good deal of lightning and
a heavy fall of rain, was quite phenomenal for the middle of October.
Mrs. P. B. Howe, Mrs. H. E. Bartlett
and Mr. and Mrs. I. I. Young visited
relatives in Massachusetts the past week.
Mr. Wm. K. Swan from Lynn, Mass.,
visited here last week. He had the body
of his son. Robbie, removed from the
cemetery hero and has taken it to the
home cemetery in Lynn.
A Halloween entertainment will be
given by Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Russell.
MAINE

NéwS

Improbable, even had the new regulation saber been then in use.—London
Globe.

Celebrated Same·.
In the Nineteenth ward of Brooklyn
all but one of the streets and three of
the avenues are named after patriots
who signed their names to the Declaration of Independence. These names

NO I Lb.

Itush, Morton, Clymer, Taylor,
Wilson, Ross, Rodney, Keap, Hooper,
Hewes, Penn, Rutledge, Heyward,
joint hunting trip.
Lynch, Mlddleton, Gwinett, Walton,
An Androscoggin farmer who stood (Jerry, Bartlett, Whipple, Thornton,
out for $900 for 100 cords of wood, after Wythe, Harrison and Lee. Washingbeing offered $700, a few weeks ago, lias ton avenue forms part of the western
now sold it for $400.
boundary of the ward. In the Twenty-

Liberty has a mietaken-for-a-deer case,
the victim being a Ιό-pound yellow dog
shot by the owner while they were on a

The New England Homestead estimates the 190*2 apple crop of the United
If this is
States at 43,000,000 barrels.
true, then Maine orchards cut a pretty
small figure in the total production.

Edward C. Allen of Portland committed suicide at the residence of his
Illfather-in-law in North Berwick.
health was the cause. Mr. Allen was
formerly a member of the King & Dexter corporation, and well-known in Portland.

They have figured up that the receipts
Topsham fair lacked but $3 of

of the

$0000, of which over half
being
How is
second day.
was taken on the
that for a "small" fair? Tide total is
$400 more than any year's receipts in the
history of the society.
an even

A six-year-old son of Prank Young of
Hridgton Centre was drowned Tuesday
afternoon in the river just below Pon-

The hoy boing missed,
the anxious father made a long search
and at last found his dead child lying in
the water near the river bank.

dicherry Mills.

Christian
Woman's
National
Temperance Union closed its annual
A very
meeting at Portland last week.
interesting and profitable series of wellattended sessions was held. The old
officers wore re-elected, including the
national president, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of this state.
The

nre

first ward there are streets and avethat bear the names of Hopkins,
Ellery, Floyd, Stockton, Hart and
Lewis, all signers of the Declaration.
In the southern part of the ward there
are streets and avenues which bear the
nues

j

names of Pulaski, De Kalb. Kosciusko
and Lafayette, soldiers who came from
Germany, Poland and France to give
aid to the Americans In their struggle
A
to throw off the British yoke.
street in the western part of the ward
bears the name of Spencer, who compiled some of the history of this coun-

try.

She Reeded Plate·,

and the belief in the
incantations of witches are not entirely dead, as the following tale will

Superstition

prove:
One day a gypsy

stopped

at α house,
and, pointing to a child, said, "He is
sick."
"Yes, he's suffering from rheuma-

tism," said the woman.
"Yes, and I can cure him, lady, If
you will let me huve six fancy plûtes,
but you must be sure they are nice."
"Oh, anything to get him well," suld
the woman. "I'm willing to do anything," und she fetched a half dozen
line china plates that had been her

Barton Paine, a resident of Madison,
pride.
living on a farm about five miles from
The gypsy set them out In α row, one
Married, Oct. 21, Mr. Charles Haley the village, was instabtly killed Monday
her hands on
and Miss Lillian Richardson.
forenoon by falling from the top of his after the other, placed
daughter at South Paris.
There were thirty excursion tickets
barn to the floor a distance of about 30 the four center ones, mumbled some

being thrown from the carriage in the
accident which happened to her and

season.

sold for Boston at this station Monday
morning. Mrs. Myra Cole and daughter,
Orene, Mrs. Flora Cole, Daniel Bryant
anil son Dannie were among those who
went.
Mrs. John Titus is recovering from her
long illness. She has been stopping at
Mrs. Dr. Packard's for a few days.
Mr. Τ itus drives his meat cart through
the village twice a week, which is a
great convenience to the village folks.

GREENWOOD
Last Friday morning our better half
and self started on a visit to Albany and
West Bethel going as nearly as possible
on a crow line by way of Howe Hill.
Beaching the summit the White Mountains loomed up in sight, and were whito
iu reality as well as name, which fact
was verified by the local papers.
Fiuding several men digging potatoes
near the road inquiry was made as to
the amount of rotten ones, and the
answer generally was "from «ne quarter
to one half."
Arriving at J. W. Cummings' in Albany we found hitn busily
engaged in gathering apples. The yield
of marketable fruit was small, but a
plenty of other kinds. At least 100
bushels of natural fruit will rot on the

If i«i rniitirti'H tliat tli«

f.imilv

to move to Dixtield this fall.
The order of the Eastern Star is progressing finely, the officers getting used
to the work, and initiating
two new
members at the last meeting.
Mrs. J. L. Bowker and Mies Essie
Bowker spent the day at West Paris
;ire

Thursday.

Engineer Bowker is stopping at home

for a few

days.

H'PAV.

Mr. Elias Gould is improving.
He
wa> visited recently by his son, Hon.
Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan.
Mr. Solomon B. Babb of Worcester,
Mass., is visiting his brother, George W.
Babb.
Mr. Eugene Wadsworth has removed
from the farm to the X. B. Hubbard
house recently bought by him.
Mrs. Ellen L. Moore of Cambridge,
Mass., is visiting at her brother's, Peleg
T. Wadsworth's.
Mrs. John P. Hubbard recently made
a visit to the Longfellow house in Portland. She is a cousin of the poet Longfellow.
Mrs. Ellen W. Moore of Cambridge,
Mass., visited her brother, Peleg T.
Wadsworth, recently, returning home
Monday. We were glad to receive a
vitit from her and her sisters, Kuth and
Uispah. last week. They were our
schoolmates forty years ago.
We learn that our old friend, David I.
Harmon, a native of South Hiram, is
living at Jamaica Plain, Mass., and that
he and his wife and seven children
weigh 1S00 pounds. We wish Dave and
his little ones would move down east
into some of our depopulated school
districts.
Miss A. M. RacklitTe, who has visited
Miss E. C. Wadsworth, has returned
home to Augusta.
HEBRON.
A. M. Richardson was at home over
Sunday this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sturtevant of Dixtield aro at Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant's for
a few days.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant returned home
from Dixtield Wednesday.
Mrs. H. A. Cushman is visiting friends
in Auburn this week.
We have had no report from the Harvest Home Festival last week but hear
that one hundred dollars were cleared.
There was no district school Wednesday as the teacher attended Grango Fair
at West Minot.
Miss Martha Pratt went to South Paris
Sunday to see her brother, C'apt. Gustavus Watt.
There was a pleasant little wedding at
Kev. S. D. Richardson's Sunday morning. The contracting parties were Chas.
W. Verrill of West Minot and Miss Hester Adeline Phillips of East Hebron.
In
1880 Mr. Richardson married Mr. and
Mrs. Baker Phillips,
parents of the
bride.
Mrs. Henry Muzzy of South Paris has
been at W. A. Bartlett's for a few days.

NORTH PARIS.
West Paris Grange is to have some
new furniture in the near future.
Will Hammond has taken Ed RichardHe had an auction and
son to care for.
sold off the furniture Wednesday afternoon of last week at the Richardson
homestead.
Mr. B. F. Nevers has gone to Sweden
on a visit for a few days.
Mr. A. D. Andrews went to Boston on
the excursion of Sept. 20.
DENMARK.
Mrs. Lorana Adams viaited at Β. K.
A large number of ladies have gone on
[low's last week.
the Maine Central excursion to Boston.
Mrs. Cora Nevers shot a large hawk
Among the number may be found Mrs.
recently.
Wm. Allen, Mrs. Α. II. Jones, Mrs. A.
W. Belcher, Mrs. Irvin H. Ingalls.
OXFORD
Mr. Geo. W. Gray has been quite sick
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Parrott are visit- the past week, but at the present time is
ing friends here.
Bertha Hazeu and Florence Hayes
Mr. I. H. Berry, Mr. A. W. Belcher
were admitted by confession of faith to and Mr. A. H. Jones were in attendance
the Congregationalist church Sunday, at the annual session of the Grand
Lodge
Oct. 19.
of Odd Fellows and the Grand EncampMarried, Oct. 23d, in Oxford, at noon, ment held at Augusta Oct. 21 and 22.
at the residence of C. S. Hayes, by Rev.
Mr. Percy Smith shot the first deer of
Frederic Newport. Dr. Ernest Loekwood the season in this section at East DenHal! of Augusta, and Miss Florence mark last week.
Mr. Fred Sanborn has had hie house
Sydney Hayes of Oxford. A reception
was given from one until two o'clock.
newly painted.
Ice cream and cake were served.
A large amount of apples are still
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Austin and child upon the trees in this section.
of Portland are visiting friends here.
Geo. Blake is at home.
WEST BUCKFIELD.
Minnie Ellwood was at home Sunday.
SOUTH RUMFORD.
Montelle Bradbury and Miss Isabel
Lee Elliott went to Boston on the Kershon were at Thomas Bradbury's
his
sister, Sunday.
excursion, Oct. 20th, to visit
Thomas Bradbury is up country cut·
Mrs. S. R. Thurston, Jr.
is
for
Mrs.
W. ting Christmas trees for the Boston
Ora Thurston
working
time.
short
F. Clark for a
market.
Mrs. Dan Emery and daughter were at
John Keene and family are moving to
near
Peru
the
in
home
new
Annex,
Mrs.
their
Bonney's Sunday.
the
Bisbee from
school house.
Calvin
Waterford has
They bought
place
been in town visiting relatives.
of E. O. Wyman.
Calvin Abbott from Milton Plantation
Miss Jessie Sloan and lady friend are
Arthur Sloan. has been visiting relatives here.
visiting her brother,
Their father has returned to his home
Gertrude Bonney liai gone to Bath on
a visit.
in Salem, Mass.

ground.

feet. No one was with him at the time
and the full details of the accident will
Death must have been
never bo known.
instantaneous. Mr. l'aine was a man of
middle life and unmarried.

has
A syndicate of western men
bought 180 acres of land on Pronch's
Mountain, Lincolnville, and is negotiat-

thousand acres at Lincolnville Beach for the purpose of opening a
Assistant United
reservation.
game
States Attorney General James M. Beck
and S. G. Unterinayerof New York were
at Lincolnville recently
looking over
land and it is believed that they are
interested in the project.

ing for

one

Cressey,

village

Salem, Mass.,

vacation.
The above mentioned men are both
natives of our village.
Merton Warren had a very narrow escape from being burned out on the night
of the 22d. When he went to tho barn
in the morning he discovered smoke
coming from undor his shed where sawdust, chips, etc. had been accumulating.
It seemed it had been smouldering all
night. Cause unknown.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs of Livermore Falls
was in our place the 21st.
I. D. Fuller has a number of men at
work for him cutting hard wood lumber.
Heald Brothers have been obliged to
buy and have hauled on wheels white
birch to replenish their stock which is
running short.
on a

SUMNER.
Nettie Morrill, who has been working
in Peru, has returned home.
Mrs. Julia Bowker visited her daughter, Mrs. Ε. E. Roberts, recently.
J. R. Dyer, of Rumford Falls, is visiting Ids parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. F.

Dyer.

Mrs. Thankful Roberts is quite sick at
t'uis writing.
Jerry Brackett of Auburn visited at
W. E. Bowker's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Torrey and a lady
friend, and Mr. Shaw of Brockton,
Mass., are stopping at G. F. Dyer's.
8ROWNFIELD.
The funeral of Mrs. J. M. Linscott
whose remains were brought from Boston to be interred in the Brownfield
cemetery, was conducted by Rev. Mr.
Clough at tho Congregational church.
She was formerly a resident of Brownfield. Sin was about 81 years old and
leaves many friends to mourn her loss.
Mr. I. M. Linscott has moved on to his
new farm, the George Blake farm.
Mr. Wesley Johnson hai purchased
the Central House and taken possession.
Mr. and Mrs. Gowin and Mr. and Mrs
Mason of Saco were guests this week of
Mr. and Mrs. John McDonald.
It is quite sickly in town, many suffering with bad colds.
Mrs. Lizzie Hatch is quite aiok with

pneumonia.

J. L. Frlnk it

on

the aiok liât.

The Love of Mother·.

Among the lower animals the moth
er's love for her offspring lasts only
until the offspring Is able tu sliift
The hen will fret and
for itself.
for her downy chicks, but when
Bk'ht
The woman who received the most
become feathered and commence
spontaneous applause and the most of it they
the mother
at the Federation meeting at Lewiston to do their own foraging
recently, was the president of the Moth- hen becomes indifferent to them and
ers' Club of Readfield, who stated she thinks only of hatching another brood.
was chosen not for literary attainments, The mare loves her foal and the cow
but because she was the mother of nine her calf only during the suckling pechildren whom the neighbors thought riod. Canine dams cease to show afdid her credit. She
thought more fection to their progeny after the pupmothers' clubs are what the Federation
py age, says the San Francisco Bulleneeds, and tho public agrees with her.
So through the entire animal
tin.
Rov. S. L. Hanscom of liar Harbor has kingdom below the human species the
filed an application with the Governor maternal Instinct endures only while
and Council asking that corrections be the
young ones are helpless and ceases
made in the vote of Hancock county for
when they have grown up.
sheriff at the recent election and that a
I low different is the love of a human
certificate of election be issued to him.
That love
Λ hearing will be had on tho petition mother for her children!
InWednesday. Tho returns show Whit- never dice and seems to grow more
comb to have 72 plurality. If Hanscom's tense according as the children become
contention is recognized by the Governor less and less worthy of It. The black
and Council he will be elected by 381
is often the best beloved.

The next call was on A. G. Bean at
Hunt's Corner and found him ready to
talk and show his collection of coins,
government st rip and relics of the civil
war in which he was a soldier.
Mr. Bean
was formerly postmaster at that place,
but W. E. Cuinmings now has the office.
The greatest curiosity seen while in
Albany, or indeed during the visit, was
Mrs. Cuinmings' orange tree, which as
good luck would have it, contained both
ripe and green fruit. The former was
about as large as a peach, perfect in
color and sweet to the taste, as we learned by tasting one, but lacks the rich
tlavor of the tropical orange.
Monday fouud us with Charles Dunham at West Bethel and were glad to see
him get round without a cane, but he is
still lame from the effects of the rebel
bullet and will bo to the end of life.
plurality.
The next call was on the correspondent
and puzzle editor, £. R. Briggs. He is
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond of Portstill engaged iu literary work, but not land died very suddenly Saturday afterso much in the realms of
mystification noon, falling on the street and living but
as formerly.
a few minutes.
He was 75 years of age.
Returned home Tuesday evening to Besides his eminence as a lawyer and
learn that there had been some company business man, Mr. Drummond was well
at the Bennett place, and that three known over the state and the whole
coons were caught in tho corn field in country for his connection with Freeone night; but nothing had transpired masonry.
He was a thirty-third degree
which was liable to shake the world, el- Mason, and one of the best authorities
even to dissolve the Union.
in all its
in the land on Masonry
John Titus has moved to Bryant's branches.
Pond ; sorry to lose him as a neighbor,
W. E. Spear of Pittsfield lias a curiosity
but glad he has not gone any farther off.
The Hendricks brothers from Cleve- displayed in his window which is atland, Ohio, are visiting at Edgar Mor- tracting considerable notice. It is «
gan's again. Tlioy are two of the three chain, complete with hooks and swivel,
whole being about nine feet long. It
men who were there last
spring, and the
about whom those shameful falsehoods was made from a solid piece of walnut,
out with a common pockwere told.
They are expected to visit being whittledwas
made by Mr. Spear's
et knife and
the Benuett place in a few days.
father during the Rebellion while ho was
confined to the hospital from injuries roNORTH 9UCKFIELD.
James II. Swallow of Brockton, Mass., ceived in battle. It ie a remarkable
who has been visiting relatives in our piece of workmanship in itself to say
nothing of the many weary hours passed
place, has returned to his home.
of
Wm. L.
is in in fashioning the same.
our

words over them and said:
"Now, if you will let me take these
plates away with me to destroy them
your boy will be cured of rheumatism.
No more aches and pains for him, lady;
nothing but good health, lady. Let me
take them, lady, and cure him."
And the curious part of it Is the woman did give the gypsy those plates.

An attorney representing the Maine
Central railroad has been in Kockland
several days securing right of way over
different properties for the proposed extension of the steam railroad from Rockland to Belfast via Rockport and Camden,
This route was
a distance of 28 miles.
laid out 2Γ> years ago and ten years ago
the towns of Rockport and Camden were
asked to raise $25,000 as a subscription
tor the road building. Camden voted in
favor and Rockport against eo the road
was postponed.
Now it ie stated on reliable authority that the road is to be
constructed. Such through train service
would improve this rapidly growing
section of the coast. The road will complete a circlo from Bath to the main line
at Belfast.
For several years the people living
section of
near the heavily wooded
country at East Benton have told of seea
in
tho
vicinity. There
ing loupcervier
have been some doubts of this story, but
that It was true is shown by the actual
bagging of the animal by Leon Buzzell,
a 15-year-old hunter, last week.
The
cat was a vicious looking animal and its
weight, 21 pounds, would have^made it a
tough customer to meet in the dark
woods. Young Buzzell shot it in a tree.
And now an Augusta man has found a
panther in the woods lying a little to the
east of the city. This animal was supposed to be exterminated in this section
of Maine years ago. The chances are
that the re appearance of such creatures
as the loupcervier and the panther in
this part of the state is due to the presence here of deer in large numbers.
GOES LIKE HOT CAKES.
"The fastest selling article I have in
my store/1 writes druggist C. T. Smith,
of Davis, Ky., "is Dr. King's New Dis-

covery for Consumption, Coughs
Colde, because it always cures. In my

and

six years of sales it has

I
never failed.
have known it to save sufferers from
who
could
and
Throat
Lung diseases,
get no help from doctors or any other
Mothers
remedy."
rely on it, best
physicians prescribe it, and F. A. Shurtlefl A Co., South Paris; Noyés Drug
Store, Norway; guarantee satisfaction

refund price. Trial bottles free. Beg.
sixes 60o. and $1.00.
or

$8.00

Λ Hot-··'» Bereave.
reA strange case of a horse taking
is reported
venge on a brutal driver
was
from Rennes, France. The horse

a heavy load of bricks from
and
a kiln at Lorinundiere to Rennes,
him
the carter hardly stopped flogging
all the way. On reaching Rennes the
the
driver was unharnessing when
alhorse bolted down the street He
led
lowed himself to be caught and
saw
back quietly, but the moment be
his tormentor be rushed ut him, caught
him in his teeth, dashed the man to the
ground and rolled upon him. The man
was seriously injured and would probably have been killed but for the help
of the people standing round, who bad,
the greatest difficulty In

dragging

tim.

Jealona Wife Fourni.

a

A Fayette woman suspected that her
husband was In the habit of kissing
the hired girl and resolved to detect
Saturday night she
him in the act
saw him puss quietly into the kitchen.
The hired girl was out and the kitchen
The Jealous wife took a few
dark.

matches In her hand and, bustily plachired
ing a shawl over her head, as the
girl often did, entered the back door,
and immediately she was seized und
kissed and embraced in an ardent manWith heart almost bursting the
ner.
to administer a terrible
wife

prepared

with a flue on the Imck
The Home Quaker Range is the only Range
wood back weighs 10 ll>s. It
that covers thecntire back of the ov«n. The
Will take a twenty-four inch
is built expressly for burning wood.
lull size of fire box.

rebuke to the faithless spouse, and,
tearing lier.self uwuy from his fond
embrace, she struck a match and stood
face to face with—the hired uiau.-Sal-

Isbury (Kan.) Press-Spectator.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

Dent Milk Cow.

roots she can cat." Coming into the
on his return, be saw piled up
against the pump a good eupply of car"Whafs
rots, turnips and parsnips.
this for?" he Inquired angrily. "Sure,
and isn't the old pump the best milk
cow after all?" answered Pat—Farm

yard

Overshoes that have all the softru··^
damp resisting qualities of tin.· j.nre
gum, but which wear like leather.
Rubbers of groat strength f«»i men,
and

Journal

Footwear that is impervious to
moisture. Perfect fitting and durable.
Also Rubbers for Ladies, Misses and
Children, all sizes and suitable for wear

Like AH Goaalp.
Mrs. Abel—How Mrs. Cuttle did run
no paon about the Perkinses! I have
tience with a woman who talks so
about other folks.
Mrs. Cain—Neither have I. It's perfectly disgusting! But what Mrs. Cuttle said about the Perkinses was awinteresting.—Washington Times.

too.

bought
exchanged for

and

7

goods.

are our

time,

guarantee
seuicu

machines

our

ami

bausiy

This week

oiler

we

two

gain.

buy

If you

Nearly
self-cleaning
sells for $50.

—

Heating

platen

fresh ribbon,

a

save

a

They are

They are

handsome.

Uncle—Well?

Nephew—Muller, Muller, Mullcr, etc.,
ad Inflnltum.
All the four pages of the directory
being taken up with this familiar patronymic, our student won bis bet In
fine

style.—From

the German.

A«(Ut Month.
"Do you believe In the superstition
that June 1b a lucky mouth In which to
An

get married?"
"Why, no," dleseuted Mrs. l'orque
Pacque of Chicago decisively. "August
is my favorite month."
"On what do you base your belief?"
"Well, you see, I do all my marrying
in that month, and the divorce courts
give alimony and counsel fees every
tlme.H—Baltimore Herald.
Tonioe

According

to the

Readinff.

disciples

of

llnguls-

tology or the science of tongue reading. It Is a demonstrated fact that a
big tongue Indicates dissimulation; a
long and broad tongue, garrulity and

fuel

savers.

!

*
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new

and rollers and is fust-class

MRS.

in every way.

Typewriter Exchange,

Maine

«7 Canal

Rt'MFOIt» KA1.LK,

Ntrret,

M.I IKK.

HOWE

A.

Ε.

has all the

up-to-date

ideas in

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY,
UNDERWEAR—Jersey and Ready-Made, HOSIERY
AND CORSETS.

The

new

MRS.

Mocha and Suede Gloves.

HOWE,

A.

E.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

NOW

morcbnnt must
well a» a Htock
and pay rent or Its equivalent.
φ
Τ Ile must l>uy lieat, light, service.
4 transportation, postage—in fact.

Every

■·>

have

.!>

a

a

retail

store

as

host of things.

of which

!>
ζ
is

£

The

one

thin·:

needed

ta

know 111 in and that lté hua
aoinetlilntr which they need
op

|

Ulsters,

'!

[\

want.

If the expenses are 10 per cent
without advertising, make them
12 or 14 per cent with adver-

S
.>

You are Invited to let the
public know what you have
for salo through this paper.

we

have

a

large

a

good

one

assortment.

$10 to $27.
$7 to $18.
for
$7.

··

Norfolk Suits for Boys.

<·

!
a

Agri)'

b tlslng and double or quadruple <*
®
£ the business.—Men's Outfitter.

jr

ULSTERS,

Fur Oat*,
Overcoats.

'£ having all those expenses does
f not bring business.
publicity—that peopleiihoiild

buy your--*

to

lie cannot get

7 along without them. They are
"fixed
the
culled
•y sometimes
But
<S> charges" of the business.

r
<s>

is the time for you

FUR COATS,
OVERCOATS,

j FIXED EXPENSES
χ

pagne that you can't do It.
The nephew sends for a directory,
attentively peruses four pages and
■huts up the book.

and

both Cook

$350 up.

a

C*afht Htpplns,
Uncle—Dear me, Carl, what a poor
memory you have!
Nephew—A poor memory, you say?
Why. I can repeat four pages of the
names In the directory after reading
them through ouly once!
Uncle—I'll bet you a hamper of cham-

from one-fourth to one-half your

fine line of the latest patterns

From

4

machine has

ν

Stoves

the

$100;

cost

exchange

wood.

We have

Caligraphs, good as
Each
$20, $22, $24, $25.

new,

or

Our trades:

writer

You will

a new one.

coal

bar-

Smith-Premier,

new

for

.->·

show you how

v\e

them also.

to use

repre-

a

for fuel it will pay you to

STOVE

hundred

dollar standard machines at

^

your old

cash,

as

|

=

present high pricc

long

on

lusiumci

um

At the

whim

for

or

|

THEM!

FOR

without

We sell

short time

on

♦

BUCKFIELD, ME.,

recom-

a

I

SHAW'S,

buyers of Typewriters to
puicliase a second-hand machine.
Why? The Second Hand Machine
wears as well as a new.
Slightly
used

truly,

♦οφοφοφοφο^οφοφοφο

mend

thought

»

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

ti. X. SWETT. Manager and Salesman.

Typewriter Fxchange,

machines

■

MAINE.

NORWAY,

We sometimes despise a man's greediness for taking, because he had the
for
first chance, what we had intended
ourselves.—Washington Times.

We

and the j.ri«

shape,

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

What a Man Think·.
"When α man of twenty considers a
woman, he thinks of her beauty, but
at thirty be thinks of her loquacity."
"What does he think at forty?"
"Oh, he thinks only of himself by
that time."—Indianapolis News.

Use tells the story.

right.

Yours

fully

Maine

shoes of any

over
are

one

leave."

week at

a

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

The milkman wus treating himself to
holiday. Before starting he said to
the hired man: "Be sure and feed the
best milk cow well. Give her all the

a

Spider.
It Ιβ α curious study to watch the
little white, brown specked spiders
which hover among plants seeking
what they may devour. It seems almost incredible thut they will conquer
and carry off to their dens Insects
twice their size, but this is Just what
they do. capturing tiles of the largest
kind. They will hide under the petals
of the ilowers. and when Mr. Ply comes
buzzing uleng they will spring out at
him, and the next thing he knows he la
being dragged off to be served up at a
spider luncheon. They grip the iiy by
the neck, If he has a neck, and dart
down the leaves, skip to the grass and
away. Rometlmes taking dying leaps of

off his booty without saying, "By your

of winter Robe· at

QUAKER RANGE!

HOME

Vorarlun*

foot and a half, then disappearing no
knows where. It's the old story of
the spider and the fly, only the spider
doesn't stop to coax, but boldly carries

a

SSSi

01 Main St.. Norway, Malno.

sheep

A

ROBE,

mr

medium size,

JAMES IM. FAVOR, harnessstore!jcker

the horse uwuy from his vic-

What

quality,

the beet

large assortment of all kinds
corresponding low prices.

I have

nevertheless,

getting

buys

MarlLet

<|

I

Queen Quality Kid Boots for Ladies.

J. F. Plummer,

?
.J', 81

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
LAURA DEAN, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
R08C0E F. STAPLES.
Oct 91st. 1802.

f>r the Celeb att d

Squnro,

clqthieb
South.

Herb Lotion
It contains

no

ι furnisher:
Furl·,

Mo.

Preparation.

or chemicals, neither starchy
obstruct the pores of the skin, is quickly
use, and cannot injure the most delicate
It is superior to any preparation for

oils, greasy substances,

mucilaginous principles to
absorbed leaving no trace of its

nor
or

sensitive skin.

Rough, Hard or Irritated Skin,
Chapped Hands, Face and Lips.

NOTICE.

generosity; a narrow tongue,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has I
Gentlemen after shaving will find it a superior preparation for the
tration and talent; a short, broad been duly appointed executrix of the last will
and
testament of
tongue, garrulity and untruth. The
W. SCOTT CHASE, late of Dlxfleld,
face, to allay irritation and prevent soreness.
man with a very short and narrow in the County of oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All peraona having
DIRECTIONS.—Apply to the dry skin and rub UU it disappears. Kid cloves
tongue la a liar of true artistic merit.
demands against the ontate of said deceased can be worn just after using.
It renders the skin delightfully soft, smooth and
concen-

A

Man'· Word.

The greatest liar on earth tells the
truth to his doctor. The most truthful
man alive la tempted to lie to the aa-

Muor.—San Francisco Bulletin.

are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make white.
payment Immediately.
VIOLA M. CHASE.
Oct. 21st, 1002.

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

Four men to chop cord wood near South Parla
Tillage. Winter*· work.
SOUTH PARIS LUMBER CO.

1

Next door

to

Post Office,

(^Proprietor

of

Prescription Pharmacist,
South

7Λ Cts.

Parie, Maine.

Democrat

®xfotd

The

Percy Allen and
people in Bridgton

SOUTH
i

PARIS

A.

URAND

TBI'S Κ

I.KAVK

A. R.

is, l'Jihi,
SOUTH

Clyde Brown

PARIS

liolng 'town (east5:3β A. R., (dally, Suadayi
Sunday only,
In iuded),9:30 A. R.. 4 40 P. M.
βΛ) P. R·
Going ui> west)—10Λ0 A. R., 3:38 P. M., 8:47
p. r.,
lally, Sundave Included). Sunday only,
9 22 a. R.

wa&

the guest

Wheeler,

over

wervlce on Sun
k. M.; Sabbath School, 1- *·. *·
Λ0
P.
M.
7
meeting,
MethoUUt Church. Rev. B. t jPicket»

I'aotor.

of New London, Conn.,
of his uncle, W. J.

Sunday.

y
pastor
school

sss& ssss

STATU) HKKT1S08.

L. S. Sessions left Monday morning
for Boston, where he expects to obtain
a situation on the elevated road.

Rev. W. E.
First Congregational
1!-. ks, 1>. D., pastor. Preaching servlcee, 10:43
12 R.; Y.
00
P.
School
and
7
w.
R.;
t.
Sunday
ρ s. C. E. at« P. R.; Church prayer meeting on
at
7:30
o'clock.
.<
All, no» otherΤ sday evening
wSc connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev. A. W. I'ottle, P&*tor.
.>
Sunday, morning prayer meeting, 9:30 a.
μ
preaching service 10 45 am.. Sabbath School
p. m.;
:: h.. Rpworth League Meeting, 815
,■! In* prayer meetlnic "P.*.; prayer meeting
class
Frld
evening;
evening.
ay
rue-·lay
mertlrg,
u'Ust Church, Kev. H. S. Vlnkhaiii, Pastor.
>,.u iay, preaching service 10:40 A. R.; Sab>■
7
raver
lioôl
12
itii
R.; ρ
meeting :W P. R-,
ivit ousting Tuesdav evening.
I r.lversallst Church, Kev J. H. I.tttle, Pastor,
ρ >, hlng service every Sunday At 2:30 p. m., in
Sew Hall. Sunday School at 3:30 P. R.
Church.

Preach^g

SSrSass.'^

You mill miss a most enjoyable entertainment if you fail to see "Aunt
Jerusha's Quilting Party."

CHURCHKS.

sliî. ί. i~»>=
So1"» .Î5S.°ee
v

M
«

* a

Reenlar

meeting of Oxford Lodge

We.lne.Jay Evening,

Miss Carrie Hubbard of Lovell caiue
Monday morning to spend the wiuter
with her sister, Mrs. George F. East- full moon.

on

o,

^STssssa^sssi,.«.«» ·■»'

You are cordially invited to attend
"Aunt Jerusha's Quilting Party at the
vestry of the Congregational church
Thursday evening, Nov. *>.

«^j-asi ws

the People's
The next lacture in
Course will be given next Friday evening, Oct. 31, at the Methodist church, by
President Charles L. \\ hite of Colby College. Subject, "A Bicycle Trip through
Europe.*' The trip was taken by I resident White the year after he graduated
from college.

STATfcD MKKTUtOS.

Lodge, No. 94. Reeular
:lng Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
I. ·. ·>. If.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet·
Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
Κ tmpment, tint and third Monday evenings
M.—Paris

'*ach month.
: K.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
η cet- second and fourth Krldavs or each
ia In Odd Fellow»' Hall.
\
K —W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14"», meets
of each
-·. and third Saturday evenings
th. In ti. A. K. Hall
v\
Kimball Relief Corps meets flret
Κ
tulrd Saturday evenings of each month. In
Keilef Corps Uall.
H.—Parts Urarge. from May 1 to Oct. 1,
vend and fourth Saturday, during the
ii!t;·!ιτ of the year, meets every Saturday, In
t>range Haii.
« ». t». C.—Second and fourth Mondays
of
I
c.i> I. month.
s
Κ. Ο. P.—Stony lîrook Lodge, No. 181,
.1· second and fourth Wednesday evenings
:ich mouth.
< :
f P. Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
or

's.fMÎSSeon ûrttnn.i thtnl

a

Methodist church Friday night.

ι

Judge

Krl.lay of each

:Tx-rL·'*rés^sa A»?

SaiurjUve^"meete^ln
αΊΜι
Tuee-lay Evening
Hall. Mon.
"^.Sieul^ewe·
'lay
nYw «.

on

the

Hall,

monrt

ev^n^f^hH.
So°lS meetsTtNrAtt>
τπ»<»

ν.

p
Hall every

Israel A. Herrick of Runiford Falls
made a business trip to South Paris frriday. Mr. Herrick, who is a newspaper
man of experience, and a "hustler," has
recently come to the young city to take
iv i-venlng at Pythian Hall.
r
the position of editor of the Runiford
>1 lorn Woodmen of America.—South Paris
Falls Times. Under the new organizap. No. 103H7, meets second and fourth Tuestion the publishing company has launcht.'.r.g- 'n Golden Cross Hall.
ed out int'> the field <>f daily journalism,
.). II. Martin is visiting his son, A. K. tnd the Ruin ford
Daily Herald made its
Martin, at Kumford Falls.
::p|narance Monday of last week. At
M ss sue Rounds is the guest of her tirst thought it may seem early yet for a
Auburn.
ilaily there, but with the growth of the
·.
i. Frank Haskell, in
Falls it must come soon any way, and
•
<». Curtis and wife have moved into the sooner it can be the better.
May it
his store and are live and
tenement over
prosper!
e.tsantly situated.
All young people who are interested
Γ! .· Grand Trunk is advertising a
in music and would like to know someΓ
ψ ex· 'irsion to New York city, by
thing about the great composers and the
and boat, going Oct. 'Jsth.
ι.
first principles of harmony, are invited
moved
have
and
( hurles Newell
to join a club for musical study which
family
.h Charles Brett's into a rent iu S. P.
meets with Mrs. Cora S. Briggs on alterIt
nate Saturday afternoons.
Maxim's house on Pine Street.
is^ 1entirely
he tirst
free to all who wish to come.
Λ number of the football enthusiasts
meeting was held last Saturday afterthe place went to Brunswick Saturday
noon, when Miss Mertie Walker was
r
see the Bowdoin-Colby game.
chosen president and Miss Rose Monahan
The uext meetThe hou-ehold goods of the William of Norway secretary.
( Witham estate will be sold at auctiou ing will be next Saturday, and after
at
that the club will meet regularly every
•π the premises, Tuesday afternoon
For next
other Saturday afternoon.
1 :30.
the subject of study will be
Saturday
Sisterhood
the
of
Members
Pythian
Bach, and all who wish to attend will
lie urged to be
present Thursday even- 1h> welcome. A name for the club will
is
attendance
A
30.
Oct.
ing.
good
be adopted at that time.
especially desired.
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Colony. No. 1^» moots
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tl.o number of
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nearly
j
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law vers

court

people
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COUnne.is°KhCole8of"South
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ap-j

Paris
from the Municipal Court sen·
e of *100 and costs or 00 days in> J«>
,,n search anil seizure process, but to the
March term of court.
u„„,
Mr and Mrs. A E. Mormon ο « ·,
ford Falls were at her parents Mr. ana

iem

October is pretty well advanced.
Our crop of

Fall Suits

Before you Buy
Piano——.

did^not

STRICH&ZEIDLER

have^never

MRS. CORA S. BRIGGS,

dafn Addition

Miss Mattie I. Richards

[me

Water Color and Oil Painting,

imposed,

year

Ε. N. Haskell's residence, Main St.,
sentenced to Auburn jail tor oneyear.
«ere sentenced t<.the eounty J«1
South Paris,
John Duggan vs. Harris L. Elliott and
(
f'nr torms vrtvîdr from thirty (12 y
James L. Demeritt. This was an action
Afternoon,
Saturday
six werccomm.tted
and
mouths,
for false imprisonment brought by John
to jail for non-payment ot nne.
from one to three o'clock, beginning
Duggan of Rumford Falls against
Saturday, Nov. 1st.
Deputy Sheriff Elliott and Police Officer
THK PIVORCKS.
On the night of Sunday,
Price 50 cents per lesson of two hours.
Demeritt.
decreed:
The following divorces were
Aug. 11, 1901, these officers raided a|
NOTICE.
DUGGAN

VS.

ELLIOTT

AND

Ζ

DEMERITT.

X",I

room

in

Lebrecque

Block where

they

Ev»ry

Manraret McN'alr Graves
cr 'cl an,l abusive

JïïT

vs.

Andrew

C.

The

Ophthalmometer.

suspected gambling was going on.
they broke into the room, one of

treatment·moq,«u.n.wy

S. RICHARDS, the

jsrji ΒώΛ®

?be

d,U,,cônSenanCr'

J

οι»

ihil.fto*the°father'and

Smith

3rueVa

β"Γβ'

t.C

siÎis.s'îf

i\Tri^:âtrn?,,v!=s.-r
Jflmr»"v«t

cs"iT
SS&kx
Ba"k";„,fdttl o.wlh^ cJi^
2k« ofScity

We believe

Nearly opposite the Mcthodlfct Church,
Maine.
South Pari·,

Glasses to Fit

Any Eye.

to

woman

NOTICK.
In the District Court of the lTnltc<! State* for the
District of Maine. In Uankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
Bankruptcy.
MILTON E. Wilkinson,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Mllto'i K. Wilkinson,
In the County of Oxford and district aforesal· I :
Notice Is hereby given that on the llth dav of
Oct.. Α. I). l'Ji'J, the said Milton K. Wilkinson
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and thalthc first
the
meeting of his creditors will be onheldtheat ?th
South Parle,
Court House, In
o'clock
at
10
D.
A.
l!»rj,
day of Oct.,
at which time the said
In the forenoon,
creditors
may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
anil transact such other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
South l'arls, Oct. 13th, 1902.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Uefcrce In Bankruptcy.

[Id

FOIS

SALE.

Λ first class Mueller Furnace suitable for
wood or coal. It has been used but very lltt'e
All piping anil fixtures go with It
Enquire of
GEO. F. HAMMOND,
Parle, Maine.

TABLE GII&L WANTED
AT OAICK.

ANDREWS IfOUaE, SOUTH 1Ά BIS,
IV». M. Shaw, Ρβοι*.

Eiâj

KAiii^BALSAM

*ml t«*utifi«. the h*ir.
,ini)t«l » luxuriant gruwth.
Never Fat's to Bettor· Or*y
Hutr to Its Youthful Color.
t'T'l
ira'p iI viki k hair filing,

ίίjJ ♦31

SOUTH

ENTIRE)

|

New Stock of

the|

We have

profits.

Saturdays.

evening

6:30

NORWAY.

BARGAIN,

SPECIAL

center counter, a line of

on our

They

for cold weather.

over.

Bolster &, Co.,
Square,

Marltot

OS

MAI3STEI.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Real

value.

exceptionally good

are

Call and look them

Dayton

N.

ought

wear.

Styles of Men's Gloves and Mittens

12 Different
Bargains.

see

do.

GLOVES FOR MEN.

50 cents

»rul,r

Boys Wanted

opportunity

Boys.

Norfolk Suits for
If you have dressed your
or

characteristics of

style.

fall and winter

this

Norfolk?

It has

the

two

piece suit, yet
it

quite

the box

entirely

an

an assortment

heavy weight materials,

for

wear.

prices

run

$2.50

from

to

$5.00.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

change

We have

of these suits in

Norfolk

a

piece

two

a
a

anil belt make

plaits, yoke
different

a

in

boy

not make

suit, why

vestee

time, and buy him

NORWAY,

Eastern 'Phone.

boys

Groceries and
Provisions.....

as we

F. H. NOYES CO.,

PARIS,

y^o

Krneet^C· ^

Come in and

anywhere.

We've got the Underwear you

would like work In a email
capable
family. For particular* write to
BOX 733, Norway, Me.
A

Suits to be

$15

and

if you don't believe

SITUATION WANTED.

$10,

have the hest

we

$12, $13, $14
found

Soutl^

''ΐΛΛΙΪ'ΐ1

...

HORSES.

Rennet^

Now.

Optician,

SEND US
A COW,

CuetSy

.'l'vé

'tî™

treatment^

Get the New Suit

Invented by Dr. Javal of
Paris, France, and imported to Paris, Maine, for the
benefit of my patrons.
EXAMINATION FREE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
As
«ajj
been duly
Johnson.
appointed administrator of the
y
the
estate of
^:,»uilj|UjJ«t_I)niggljj«_^_
j
and
Cruel
Packard.
Fre.iPackar.lve. Εnily
SAMl'EL D. MARSHALL, late of Paris,
men in there threw some cards on the
»bu.lve
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
floor, and another threw some out of the
& Morcy.
bonds as the law directs. All i>ereons having
window. The officers told the men in the
ο
demands against the estate of said deceased are
rurrier ve. -lohn Currier. Intoxlcadesired to present the same for settlement, and
room—of whom Duggan was one—to Uon
of minor children to mother.
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
consider themselves under arrest, and
Piivle.
'ncnt Immediately.
took them to the lock-up, eight of them,,
JOHN F. PLUM MER.
Oct. 21st, 11)02.
In the I
and shut them up for the night.
following program:
afternoon of Monday they were brought
Blsbee & Parker.
^
l'lano
the Rumford Falls Municipal [
Frieda Schnuer. before
Cruel
William Bennett
after
a
it
and
for
Court
F.
Bradburv.
Mm.'b.
trial,
hearing
Solo
We have heavy team and woods
Emma Abboft. was
Steer, Bull or Ilorse
Kcailtng
finally agreed by the officers and
of the otherto the mother. horses on hand for sale at all times.
Monahan.
Howard Wheeler was at home over
RESOLUTIONS.
for
the
accused
Mr.
hide, Calf skin, I)og
the
Smith.
men,
acclimated.
horses
attorney
of
Four pairs
H. L. Bartlett
heavy
Reading
Sunday from Boston, where he is now adopted by the Oxford County Teachers' Solo
Frank Kimball. Stearns, that a nol pros should be enskin, or any other kind
W. J. WHEELER.
Lottie B. Stevens vs. Charles E. Stevens.
situated in the employ of the New Convention.
v. M. Whitman. tered on condition that the men
of hide or skin, and let
promise Cruel and abusive treatmeut.
Ε. M. THAYER.
Kugland Telephone Co.
Stearns.
We, The teachers of Oxford County
went to Richmond good conduct for the future, which was
Ε F.
us tan it with the hair
Paris, Me., Oct. 2(5.
Saturand
at
to
assembled
called
was
disFriday
ami
were
Norway,
Μ
Mrs. Albert I). Park
waiter Hanson vs. Helen Β Hanson. Cruel
lav lor a short visit to her people. accordingly done,
they
on, soft, light, odorless
the
offer
and
do
of
NOTICE.
17
illness
treatment.
Oct.
in.l
abusive
IS,
the
hereby
asserts
The
day.
East Sumner Saturday by
plaintiff, Duggan,
charged.
for robe,
Stearns.
notice that he has and moth-proof,
resolutions:
subscriber
returned
The
but
gives
hereby
under
following
was
he
Ileald,
Mrs.
that
her sister,
wrongfully placed
been duly appointed' administrator of the rug, coat or gloves.
9
°
That we tender our thanks
much
Resolved,
a
Ileald
without
warrant,
the
officers
Mrs.
arrest
being
by
Sunday night,
m 1 no r estate of
Cuetod
tre aUne η
η d àb u
But first get our Catalogue,
to the citizens of Norway, who by their
that the lock-up in which he was conl»etter.
DEUORAII B. FoYE, late of Hartford,
jhild to mother.
and our shipping
made our
courteous hospitality have
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I giving prices,
offensive
was poorly
fined
ventilated,
so as to
Stearns.
All persons having tags and instructions,
The Pythian Sisterhood will hold a convention successful.
as the law directs.
bonds
We also buy
of drunken prisoners,
avoid mistakes.
the
from
are
presence
deceased
of
said
Desertion.
Harmer.
estate
the
demands against
ttor* Banner vs. John
rehearsal Wednesday evening. Oct. -1'.
1 raw furs.
Resolved. That to the officers of the
and in an unsanitary condition; that the
desired to iiresent the same for settlement, and
All those who have a convention whose earnest zeal has inat 7:30 sharp.
THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY,
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Editor Bowler of the Bethel News «a» ; issuing of a warrant and the trial were
116 Mill Street, Rochester, Ν. Y.
ment Immediately.
part in second degree work are request- spired our meetings, and has made possiwas
re; that he
delayed
FOYE.
unnecessarily
WILLIAM
1902.
Oct.
21st,
ed to be present.
ble their success, our thanks be cordially
to
an
fused
procure bail,
opportunity
WrlRht.
The Magnolia Minstrels which scored extended.
Everett, Mass., for a tew and was paraded before the eyes of a
.,
STILL DOING BUSINESS
I
Resolved. That to the lines of the railcurious multitude as he was conducted | *arah G. Herrlck vs
such a success last winter, will make
minor child
treatmeut. Custody oi mm
Falls
the officers through the streets ; that »nd abuf-lve
their second bow to the public, under road the Portland and Runiford
by
NEARLY AN
;o mother.
WITH
their
generIN SHOE FACTORY.
he was told ho was under arrest for I
tin· auspices of the Good (. heer Society, and the <i. T. R.. which by
Wright.
our reduction of rates, made possible
on a
then
was
and
M<me time in November.
arraigned
gambling,
about 16 years of age
Several
be
of
thanks
a
vote
our large attendance,
complaint for Sabbath violation.
Advertised letters In South Paris post given.
»v rignt.
In reply the defendants assert that I
are strong and who wish an
who
utlice Oct. 27:
Resolved. That to the local committee
tliev were full ν justified bv the circumShe presents
Lewi* Ε. Fox vs. Cella A. Fox. Cruel am!
.( nnnaMKMnnnta «■!>.» Ιι-lW" ai» «esîllllllIlSMr. l»an Daman.
to learn the shoe busistances in making the raid, and in plac- ibu«lve treatment.
aubiect verv clearly.
Mr. W. A. Edwarth.
of
conventhe
success
for
the
Wr'ght.
worked
ly
Frost and Tim lleatLi are in ing the men under arrest ; that the lockti. G. Cole.
Irving
Good positions are open to
ness.
tion. a vote of thanks shall be given.
Henry L. Adams.
Maurice Bowker vs. Nellie M. Bowker. De.
charge of the foundation work for the up was in Rood condition, and that all
Resolved. That a vote of thanks be ex- new boat house to be erected by Messrs. necessary arrangements for the com- >ertlo">.
A curbing has been placed on the two
Hazen.
smart,
capable boys.
tended to the press of the county, which Tarr and
fort of the men were made ; that
Taylor on the lake road.
c<>rnera at the junction of Gothic ami
Gertrude Hemmlngway ve. Leo C. Hem·
has given generous attention to spreadthe
that
in
the
first
of
told
were
naris
Norway
A
meeting
place
Street
they
special
Apply at once to
i'hurcb Streets. Church
mlngway. Cruel anu abusive treatment and
our meeting.
heretefore ing information concerning
school board was held at the Savings they were under arrest for "gaming on noD-eupport.
row, and these corner» have
thauks
heartfelt
our
That
Resolved.
CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Swasey.
Bank rooms on Wednesday afternoou. the Lord's day"; that the warrants were
been rather uncertain and somewhat be extended to Prof. <;. C.
which I will sell for cash and small
oil when one of the scholars
Puriogton
was suspended taken out and the cases heard in court
Robinson.
Lucien
C.
ve.
M.
Robinson
Cora
location.
in
variable
Mechanic Falls, Me.
Farmington, who by his presence and from future school attendance until such as soon as practicable ; and that the men Cruel an'l abusive treatment ami Intoxication.
S.
E.
to
mother.
the
Mr.
to
ami
children
minor
so
of
Cuetodv
added
greatly
Miss (>race Thayer
lielpful address,
time as he is willing to conform to were given full opportunity to procure
at
Swaeey.
Will close every
Jones expect to attend the Undertakers' benefit* «kick we have derived from the school rules. It is stated that the young counsel, and all their rights carefully
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Lewiston
in
meets
Lena A. Chase vs. Fred S. Chase. Cruel and
which
convention.
Association
man has been the cause of much trouble, observed.
of
except
ibusive treatment and non-support. Custody
Mr. Jones will join the
this week.
Kesolved, That these resolutions be both in and out of school for some time.
U
After the evidence was in, Judge minor child to mother.
SUPPLIES !
All orders delivered.
association. Miss Thayer has been a spread upon the records of the convenStearns.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Stone, Mrs. M. Strout informed the parties that he
Swasey.
tion, and that copies be sent to the pa-1 M. Fuller, Mrs. Lizzie Brooks. Mr. and should rule, and so instruct the jury,
member some time.
Ismav L. Klrkland vs. Win. F. Klrkland, alias
w. p.
of the county for publication.
Mrs. Geo. A. Cole, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. that the officers were not justified in Frederick (I. Klrkland. Desertion. Custody of
II. W. Fuller has raised on the Star- pen*
minor child to mother.
submitted,
II.
F.
a
men
without
Respectfully
the
F.
I'ike,
their
A.
L.
not
settled
Noyes,
warrant,
Baldhave
Gibson,
All persons that
arresting
bird farm some of the handsomest
Swasey.
South Paris Hp.
1 Committee
Eva E. Walker,
Mrs. Mary Cole and Mrs. ilattie Harmon and the defendants being liable, the
accounts must do so before Nov. 1st, •J:ï .Tlaln St.,
wins that were grown in the vicinity.
on
Lizzie E. Mllllken vs. Perley Richard Mllllken.
A i.ton C. Wukgler,
of
amount
the
was
the
week.
this
for
that
in
Hoston
all
after
bills
were
leaves
shall
collect
jury
he
as
I
question
weigh
HK)2,
Some specimens which
Mat! orders nroroptlv Bllcl
Resolutions.
C. WiLBl'K Caky,
The case was accordingly Desertion.
fair
A most pleasant time was had at Eben damages.
date.
Johnson.
nearly ten ounces each, and are as that
was
it
was out
The
basis.
on
that
evening;
jury
as
Wednesday
argued
Shackley's
any
and smooth and well colored
George A. Howard ve. Kate A. Howard. Cruel
TO LET.
Members of a short time, and returned a verdict for und
UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION.
an old fashioned husking.
abusive treatment. Custody of minor chilever grew on a tree.
Tellement to let to α family without children.
is the programme for the | the G. A. K. and Relief Corps were plaintiff of -?D.48.
dren to mother.
Following
Mica
man
Mount
the
Will
steady work on farm. Or
Warren.
Wright.
give
A. E. I>ean represented
Williams of Lewiston and Libby of
annual fall meeting of the Oxford As- present.
would hire a ulngle man. Inference require·!.
Franklin A. Smith vs. Jennie M. Smith. Cruel
Lodge, I. O. O. F., at the Grand Lodge sociation of Universalists, which will be
Ο. K. CLIFFORD
Dr. II. P. Jones, W. A. Lewis and Mechanic Falls for Duggan. Bisbee and
Mrs. A. E. Dean
and abusive treatment.
MAINE. South Parle, It. F I). N'o. 1, Oct. 13.
at Augusta last week.
SOUTH PARIS,
held at South Paris, Wednesday and I Ο. M. Cummings are on the committee Stearns for defendants.
Hazen, J. M. Llbby.
Wright.
annual
attended the Hebekah Assembly as rep- Thursday, Oct. 21» and oO:
finished
afterof
was
This case
for the Kuights
Pythias
Thursday
E.
Frank E. Andrews vs. Bertha Mae Andrews.
PROBATE NOTICES.
resenting Mount Pleasant Lodge. L.
WKDNES1>AT.
Thanksgiving ball, to be given at tho noon, and the last jury was then dis- Cruel
and abusive treatment.
represented 10 :SUa m Convention called to order and ad- Opera House Thanksgiving evening.
Monk and E. S. l>oble
Γο all persons Interested In cither of the Estate
no
more
there
being
jury cases.
charged,
Llbby Jt Andrews.
Dyer.
hereinafter named :
Aurora Encampment.
dress by Pre»ldent Bennett.
The suit for alienation of affections,
L. P. Hartlett, Jr., was in town reAt a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
Ke«pouse, Kev. J 11 Little.
was made early
Final
Philander
L.
much
encouragement
and
adjournment
against
Bigelow
gives
brought
by
ShurtletT
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
passed 11:00 a m Address, "The enfolding Life," 1I cently
Mr. and Mrs. Alva
In tue year of our Lord one thousand
business
was settled out of Friday afternoon.
of
rush
J.
October,
a
during
mar.1
their
W
Damon,
of
big
Moseley
Rn
Taylor.
regarding
the sixty-first anniversary
nine hundred and two. The following matter
Dinner.
12 *10 m
court.
the winter season.
been presented for the action thereupon
riage on Friday, and all unite in wishing 2 :00 p. M. Service of Son#.
having
After the juries were discharged, the
J. II. Symonds and
family have
hereinafter Indicated, It 1§ hereby ordebkd:
V'dre-s. "Some Lesson* of the
them still many happy returns of the •2:151». M
BORN.
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inmoved to Bangor where he has accepted case of M. L. Kimball, trustee, vs. The
Lord's Supi«T," Kev. C. K. Tenney.
to be
day. It was also Mr. Shurtletf's eightyand
terested,
H.
Little
J.
the
by causing a copy of this order
Rev.
in
the
was
Communion service.
heard by
Dunton Lumber Co.
the position of superintendent
tifth birthday, though a stranger would
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
Rev. C. Κ Tennev officiating.
He was court. This suit was brought by Mr.
Parker & Peaks shoe factory.
In l'arls, Oct. 34, to the wife of Howard A. ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
it.
K.
believe
\ιI
Rev
μ.
C.
Angel).
ρ
3:S0
Ireus,
hardly
Pariu, In said County, that they may appear at η
in charge of the B. F. Spinney A Co. Kimball as trustee in bankruptcy of Swan, a eon.
ι; on ρ m
Supper
last
Oct. 10, to the wife of Ezeklel I'orter, Probate Court to i>e held at l'nrls, on the
In
Braise service.
The state board of bar examiners
Ρ m.
7
shoe shop here for four years and won E. F. Ilodgdon, to recover certain a son.l'arls,
third
Tuesday of Nov., Λ. D. 1902, at 9 of the
W.
W.
Rev.
to
M.
Hooper.
Address,
twenty-two 7 V> P.
week gave an examination
the respect of all during that time.
In Peru. Sept. 28. to the wife of S. A. Getchell, clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
moneys in the hands of the defendant
Address, Rev. M. B. Townsend.
bar. and
see cause.
The defence contends that a son—Clyde Harold.
have been put up at J. T. company.
New
tlicy
applicants for admission to the of
signs
TIIl'KSDAT.
them.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 12, to the wife of Peter
issued certificates to fifteen
Howe's barber shop made by Bennett & the money was advanced to Ilodgdon, Nadeau, a daughter.
MARTHA II. SPOFFORD, late of Parle, dcS:30a m. Conference meeting, le«l by Bro.
for pr bate thereof
One of the successful fifteen was J. Denwho was cutting lumber on contract for
Davis.
In Canton Point, Oct. 11, to the wife of Sewell ccased. Will and petition
Geo. L. Merrill
law
has
read
who
Reof
Otisfield.
a
of
officers.
the
prcscntc l by Edwin 1. Spoflord, the executor
nett Pike
9:30 a.m. Business: Election
the company, not as a payment on his Staples, daughter.
E. L. Poor of Sebago was in town
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 15, to the wife of Pat- therein named.
Reporte froui tirst of the week.
ports from narUbes.
in the office of Hon. .James S. W right.
contract, but for the express purpose of rick Adams, a son.
secretary and treasurer.
ETHAN WILMS, late of Parle, decearcd.
A. Sanborn of the Adver- paying his workmen and releasing the
Laura
il problems.
Mrs.
In
Rumford Falls, Oct. 18. to the wife of An· Will and
Barnes
Practlc
box."
Mrs.
with
met
Club
Question
The Seneca
petition for probate thereof presented
12 00. Dinner.
lien claims on the lumber; that he failed i-cllne LaPolnte, a son.
tiser is visiting in Lowell, Mass.
The
James S. Wright, tue executor therein named.
Oct.
20.
following
by
NaMonday evening,
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 12, to the wife of
1 :H p. M. Son* service.
dedthe
comattended
and
the
it
for
that
Rideout
use
to
B.
S.
Rev.
purpose,
officers were elected :
Addesa, Rev. Isabella S. MacDuff.
PAMKLIA C. YE \TON, late of Oxford, de1 «Λ p. m.
poleon Lizotte, a daughter.
ication of the Coram library at Bates pany demanded it back and did actually
In Rumford Falls,Oct. 13, to the wife of Al- ceased. Final ami private accounts presented
tddress, Rev. W. E. Gasltln.
2:30 Ρ M.
Pre··.—Mr». Mar*ari-t Taylor
Turtnene, a son.
&
Son
Kimball
it
for
that
>; -oo p. m.
use
allowance by Simeon lv. Yeaton, administrafor
phonse
Supper.
Mertle
purpose.
—Ml*·»
Wednesday.
College
Vlce-Pre»
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 13, to the wife of Ad- I tor.
7:00 p.m. Addresses: Rev. A. Gertrude Earle,
Sec.— Ml** Sue Wheeler.
Gardner, after for plaintiff; Bisbee for defence. Judge elare
Mrs. Jeannette' T.
Pelletier, a son.
"Have We a Living Faith?"
Ml*» Mertle Walker.
Γ re a»
her home on Strout is to render a decision later.
ERNEST C. GAMMON ET AI.S of Paris,
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 12, to!the wife of
MU»
Rev Ε. E. Ksrton. "Small Things and Ureal I1 a brief sickness, died at
Kxecutlve Committee—Ml»» Kva Walker,
minors. Final account presented for allowance
She
In Religion."
Stanley Jackson, a daughter.
Main Street Thursday, Oct. 10.
<»|lle Stuart. Mr». Vlrgle Wllaon.
In Frycburg Center, Oct. 12, to the wife of by Franklin Maxim, guardian.
MORE CRIMINAL BUSINESS.
was born in Bucktield Sept. 1), 1834;
Will Chandler, a eon.
SARAH K. DkSHON, late of Canton, deThe Oxford Association of I'niversFIRE AT UPTON
married Oscar Gardner of that place,
In West Paris, Oct. 17, to the wife of Alfred
for
In the case of James Murphy,
ceased. Petition for order of distribution preMrs.
C.
Perbam, a daughter.
alists meets here Wednesday and ThursHoratio
Her
children,
Mr.
who died in 1S75.
The farm buildings of
a nol pros was entered by the
sented
by A lanson 9. Hathaway and Ansel G.
vagrancy,
WalIn West Sumner, Oct. 17, to the wife of
day of this week, the services beginning Chase of Upton were struck by light- Jeanette Young of Norway, Eugene county attorney. Murphy was sentenced ter M. Chandler, a daughter.
Staples, executors.
The programme
O.
of
Gertrude
at 10:30 Wednesday.
and
shower
Buckiield
thunder
of
the
Gardner
heavy
FLORIN ΠΑ Β PETTENGILL, late of Hartning during
by the Rumford Falls Municipal Court to
Funeral services
lias already been published. The Good Sunday night, the 19th, and burned to Gardner survive her.
First and dual and private ac■ ford, deceased.
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COMPOUND INTEREST

Special

I

Low Prices.

Have you made your sweater yet? We have
of yarns suitable for sweaters, shawls, etc.

for sweater*,
The Scotch in red, white, black, urey and blue, tho beet
....
Shetland Floss in black, white and colors,
Also all shades in German town, Spanish and Saxony.

10c

gloves

now.

in white,
Ladies' <»olf Gloves, good weight,
50c
......
blue, black and plaids,
have these cold days,
Children»' Golf Gloves, just what tho little folks ought to
25c
in white, striped reds and striped greys,
or want a more dressy glove but
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do
who
those
for
Gloves
Moca
in grey, brown and red, $1.00
still a warm one. They are a fine wearing glove,
warranted
line
kid, pearl clasp, all
a
of
lot
quality,
One
Dressed Kid Gloves.
tho kind that every ono wears now,

shades,

SMILEY,

Telephone Connection.

NORWAY,
F. A.

$1.25

........

THOMAS

I

J. Franklin Harris,

2."»c

GLOVES.

It's time for your fall

...

I

full line of all kinds

a
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F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

& CO.

It is about time to be

thinking
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I, 2, and

F.
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us.
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You will make

—

higher priced

no

ever

White

or

to

give

Slate Rubber.

bargain.

ones.

When in need of these

mistake in buying at the Pharmacy of

A. SHURTLEFF

SOUTH PARIS, MAINB.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

shown—this

rubber, guaranteed

Our 90 cent bottle is a

We have

goods call on

Quart

3

pure

& CO.,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

homemakebs column.

Ivers & Pond Pianos.
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The Conservatory Expands.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers «St Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, therè have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
Pond piauos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers Λ- Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, Jthe leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,
South Paris, Oxford County, Me.

For BUioa· and Nervous Disorder?, such as
XTind andlPain in the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiaes·, Fulness and Swelling after meals,Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of
Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of Breath.Costiveness. Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailments all ari»e
from a disordered or abused coadition of the
stomach and liver.
Baacham'a PiUa. taken as directed, will
quickly restore Femjlcc to cot^pl. :c health, ^hcy
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For a
Week Stomach, Impaired Digestion. 5ick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening the
Muscular System, restoring the long-lost Com► plexion, bringing tyck the keen ed« of Appetite,
Κ and arousing with the Wasataa of tt*alih
thm »*»/■ ^ya/caJ tntrgy of the h^nan
thev sre specially
frame. For throwing off fevers
"
renowned. These are" facts admitted by thousands, in all classes of socicty, and on; of the
best guarantees to the Nervous and Debilitated
is that Bamohant'a Pitta havm thm
Lartfmmt Sata of any Patent Mad!·
ctnm in thm World. Thim hmm hmoa

►
►

< II VMMIK

This

always

good

A

bargains.

hand.

on

to close out odd

GUITAR

Each of the eleven little pictures
may be described by a single word,
and the words are all of the same
length. When these have been rightly
guessed and written one below another, one of the perpendicular rows of
letters will spell the name of a famous
Ilis nationality is indicated in
hero.
the decorative border.—St Nicholas.

and

No. Î120.—Addition·.

contains all of the

reparation

1. I am a beverage. Put a letter before me and one after me, and I turn
Into something to eat.
2. I am a cover. Put a letter before
me and one after me, and I am what
boys like to do In winter.
3. I am the juist tense of a verb. If
you put a letter before me and one
after me, I become magnificent.

all kinds of

digeste

Coast anil Interior
,\rν» Knglaud.

T<>

No.

My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My

Sea

ltesortii

of

NASH,

J. WALDO

—

Licensed Taxidermist,

Carpets

GRANGE BLOCK,

NOR A'AY.

Over Advertiser Office,
WâiiieU

patterns and clean For

our

and

Se"en New

AAOLII I Ο

λα

women

Holiday Books

al' shown !n one Combination Prospectus (cost
$7.4M» wt lrh we will send Kree and prepaid
crut» (stamps). jftf H'e cttn giv <my ont
tor
it thin vicinity trvri that will pay over $'4<M> bcfore Christina·. Freights paid ami creillt given.
(K--tabllshe<l ls»4.) Address
Hartford Publishing Co., Hartf rd, Conn.

up stock.

Chas, F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Nasal

•li

lu &!1 itd stau' » tliow
··.. 1 tu clcauiiafffc

Li)*» Cream Lalui

qa.ck.y.

ii

^

·**-

r<-.!ai

iï.ib

remedy

Is the best

neuralgia,

»

for rheumatism,

sciatica and

lumbago.

Beware of imitations, the

genuine

PERRY DAVIS'.

is

|
|

SALESMEN WANTED SÏ&ÏS

In Oxford an·! a<ljac-<-nt counties.
Salary
commission. Addreen
THK VICTOR OIL COMPANY.

60 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

or

Cleveland, Ohio

ORE DOLLAR
Anvorio «ending

a

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

scotch end

description may

whether au
quickly n-i'-ertniii our optnton freeCommunicainvention is probably p atentable.
tions strtctlvciii;UU»-:iti!»l. llaudbook on Patents

for securing patunts.
Patents takci ιΓιγίικΙι ilu:m A Co. reçoive
tprci U notif, without ehsr-.-p, lu tho
«?nt tree. *M>te«t aaeiiry

Scicntiftc American.

The New Werner
Edition of the.·..

A handsomely lllnstrat^d weekly. I.srcest ctrculation of any sctentitic tournai. Terni». f3 a
year; four month». »L Sold by all newsdealer».

MUNN S Co.3e,e'—■-*'· New York

Encyclopaedia

Branch Ο(Tloe. «35 F 8t» Washington, D. CL

| Something wrong

Britannica

Many chddren who are tr< >ubl<>d
with milutroliun, eoui stomach,
griping pains above the navel,
convulsions and suiulur symptom* of «onus,arc many tune·

treated for otbrr d.M-nses. ΤΙ*
one remedy tliat will relieve
I hem I» 1 rue's I'la Wore
Elixir, ltle the best remedy in tlie worl 1 for worms.
It Is unequalled as a tonic
and restorative of vital
energy. For iυ years the
Rtamlard Iwusehold remedy for children. Atso| lutcly luinnlcs·. dirt tl to
thr ckddrrn to guard itgatnU
worms.
Sold bv all druggists, 36c. Send for booklet.
DR. J. F. TRUE A CO..
Auburn, Μ».

Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into your Hume. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments. But
30

Superb

Bear In Mind
So do not

***

^

Delay, f<*

°ffrr »

Limited

has
κ™' library
been within everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

Never Before

Never

TRUES

Again

PIN

WILL OURI IT

Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

and Information.

Occupies

COUPON

I would like full details and
pages of the New Werner

men

clopedia

speciEncy-

Britannica, complete in
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and ahowinv
illustrations of the library in natural
colors.
Name
Street

City

and State

WORM

ELIXIR

of the BRITANNICA contains
Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge
edition

may

be

2. In a piano.

8. On a crlbbage board.
4. In a carpenter's shop to fasten
boards together.
5. On a hat rack.
(I On a ladder with but one standard.
7. On an ancient tankard to divide
the liquor into equal portions.
8. In a boy's toy.
No. 823.—Diagonal.
When the crosswords are correctly
guessed and written one beneath the
other, reading diagonally from left to
right, the letters will spell a subject of

much talk recently.
Crosswords: 1. A toy for a windy
day. 2. A title. 3. A slender cord. 4.

Jewelry.

An article of
Ko.

324.—Bebeadlui;» anil Cart·!Ilngi.

[Example: Behead and curtail slow
movlng crenturo* aiul leave part of
the band. Answer— S-null-s.]
1. Behead and curtail gaudy and
leave part of u whip.
2." Heliead and curtail objects seen lu
many schoolrooms und leave tardy.
3. Beheud uud curtull α game bird

No.

325.—Définition·.

1. Rogue, sund—Unsafe.
2. Ice, try, tan—The quality of being
beyond doubt
3. Luna, rat—Not artificial.
4. Shot, pall—A most valuable insti-

Satsuma interior Enamels
I

are

better than

paint.

easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
be
and
can
absorbent
kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They work

Don't pay fancy, prices when your dealer will
furnish you "Satsoma Interior Enamel»" at the
price as ordinary paint.
FKEE Color ear*I and our booklet. "Howl to
Kefurnish the Home Without Buying New Furniture."
lame

Key to the Pneilep.
No. 311.—Numerical Enigma: Alexander the Great.
No. 312.—Charade: Fig (M-g, eftlgy).
yours—figures.
No. 313.—Geography: 1. Sundwich. 2
Salt. 3. Orange. 4. Nice.
No. 314.—Word Square: 1. Ever. 2.
Vile. 3. Ella. 4. Hear.
No. 315.—A liexagon:

Η
τ

*

Β

ο

Ν
Α

F.

Shurtieff It Co.

& P. MAXIM St SON,

nerves.

be an ideal hostess, unwearied with
"much serving," and serenely enjoying
the society of your guests.
The weather at this season is always
favorable to the safe-keeping of most of
Plum pudour time-honored viands.
ding assuredly improves with age, end
the accompanying hard sauce may also
be made a few days previous, covering
the top with a damp cloth to prevent
crusting over; likewise mince pies which
are much more delicious when "nine
days old," or more; just a moment or
two in the hot oven to crisp the crust a
bit before serving; apple, squash and
pumpkin pies may be made at least two
days ahead, also the fat chicken pie,
while cranberry sauce or jelly will keep
indefinitely. The kinds of cake that we
consider quite right for this occasion are
usually made from rich recipes, the
pound cake and fruit cake of our mothers
are .it their best when even older than
the famed "neae porridge."
Sir Turkey, too, may be stuffed, trussed and made ready for the oven the day
before Thanksgiving, and the vegetables,
if pared and laid in cold water over
night, are equally good as if freshly cut,
and save just so much time the next
morning, time which may be very profitably spent in hunting up the extra table
leaves, laying the cloth, and other duties
that must be done at the last moment,
not omitting the
special decoration
which all good housewives consider

quite indispensable.

Pond; OrinStevens, Oxford.

removing.

for the
Λ good Thanksgiving
home without servants is as follows:
menu

RoaM Turkey.
Maehed Potatoes
Chicken Pie.

bargain.

LOOK OUT FOR FEVER.
Biliousness aud liver disorders may be
preventer' by cleansing the syetem with
I)eWitt's Little Early Risers. These little pills do not gripe.
It would fill a long-felt want if the
and
murder
who contemplate
suicide would begin on the suicide.
men

danger of consumption if you use
Foley's Honey and Tar to cure that stubA. Shurtleff A Co.
born cough. F.
No

Played
Out.

When a man goes round with a broad
smilo on his face it is a sign his wife is

That "played enf*—"done up" feeling makes life miserable for every
■Qffprer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and nrinary troubles, pain·

no such thing as a harmless
The trouble goes from bad to
Allen's
Lung
worse unless checked.
Balsam cures the worst of colds. It alair
pasinflammation and clears the

There is

cough.

fa] end

lays

on immediate
Hut when he undertook
the
to carry the punishment into effect
dog interfered, pushing himself between the master and the child and

the

child,

punishment

determined

licking the face of the latter.
What

Convict

α

Doe·

In

annoyfng.

Doan's

life and activity, remove
and cure the cause, from
diacommon backache to dungerous
betes.
on Market
Mr. L. T. Wilson, sallmaker
"I con•treet, Portmoutb, N. H., says:
me
affected
which
cold
bad
tracted a very
part of the
In the loins and In the upper
some
lameness,
chest, canning distressing
was quite stiffened
urinary difficulty and I
about
had read considerable
up. As I
to Phllbrlck's
Doan's Kidney Pills I went
went to the
They
box.
a
pharmacy and got I did not use but part of
spot at once, and
my trouble.
the box before I was quite over to
α friend,
I gave the balnnce of my box
him, alcure
to
and there was plenty
though neither of us are very lightweights.
new

pain

the

from my

What is CASTORIA

for Cc.stor OH, PareCastoria is a harmless substitute
It is Pleasant. It
Syrups.
goric, Drops and Soothing
nor other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine
It destroys Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee.
and Wind
Diarrhoea
cures
It
and allays Feverishness.
cures Constipation
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles,
tlio
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural
and
sleep.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Prlnon.

"They say an Englishman hasn't the
I would exercise with dumbbells and
best sense of honor in the world."
"And that's very true."
take a sponge bath with cold water,
Cranberry Sauce.
Onlone.
Squash.
"And yet it's said: 'He laughs best Next would come a nap till dinner
"
Celery.
who laughs last.'
Salad.
time. After dinner I would read and

Celery Sonj).

Chicken
Hard Sauce.
Plnm Pudding.
Mince Pie.
Pumpkin Pie.
Cake,
Peach lcc Cream.
t
Coffee.
Assorted Fruit.

Di

He Kind You Have Alwajs Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
STRICT. NEW YORK CITY.
TMK CCMTAUM COMPANY, ?T MURRAY

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and havel
some nice trades in second
ha^d instruments.
I havo one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7$ octave, almost new

fortlSS.

VIVIAN

almost!

One walnut case Poole piano,
new, for $200, worth §2"<0.
One second hand Ivers & Pond
walnut case, for $430, worth

HILLS,
Optician.

W.

Jeweler and Graduate

piano,

Lowest Prices in the

I have a nice oak case organ at Rtun-1
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

great trade.

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for $33.

NORWAY,

Paris,

■

MAINE.

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
in nice condition, for $43

stops,

One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for $03.

think In my cell until 3 o'clock, when
DANGER IN FALL COLDS.
One second hand square piano, a niceI would go to the bucket ground or exall
on
to
liable
Fall colds are
bang
in the lock step with one, for $113, worth $140.
the
in
erclse
yurd
of
seeds
the
;
winter leaving
pneumonia,
The peach ice cream is made as folSEND FOR CATALOGUES.
bionchitis or consumption.
Foley's ; the others for half an hour; then
lows: To every gallon of cream allow one
and pre- back to the cell, taking with me bread
Tar
cures
and
quickly
Honey
mashed
of
Crawford
peaches
quart jar
It is old and re- and a cup of coffee made out of burned
vents serious results.
to a pulp; diminish the usual amount of
liable, tried ard tested, safe and sure, bread crust for my supper. The count
RIUiX<i(i BLOCK,
sugar a trille to offset the sweetness of contains no
op'ates and will not consti- was made at 6 o'clock to see that all
fruit, and freeze.—Modern Women.
.l|i:ini'
pate. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Ste- I was right for the night. After that I Κ'ΊΐΙΙι Piit'i*.
vens, Oxford.
lastoil
as
the
TO TELL GOOD EGGS FROM BAD EGGS
I read in my cell as long
in
—METHODS OF COOKING.
"Miss Oldun," said Mr. Gayboy, "are ; ed.—"Autobiography of a Thief
One may easily, with a little practice, you very fond of sports?"
I Leslie's Monthly.
tell a good egg from a bad one. Hold it
••Well—er—really—" stammered Miss
A lamp or a Vera Oldun.
between you and the light.
The Penalty of I'rotcren·.
candle is better than strong, diffused
"I suppose tbero's at least one sport
Is it anybody's business to keep count
The best Cough Medicine.
a
sunshine. The fresh egg will have
you like more than any other."
! of the number of persons who are
SAFETY
"This is so sudden, Mr. Gayboy.
clear look all over. When the egg is so
ABSOLUTE
in
to
day
killed by accidents from day
old that it begins to lose its substance You're the only real sport who ever
should be rigorously insisted
The number must be
«
«ι—.—u
—.-M
this
country?
called on me."
medicine,
upon when buying
die
enormous, and most of the victims
hollow space at one end. If you find a
for upon that depends one's
of modern Improvements of one kind
NEVER ASK ADVICE.
dark spot which does not disappear when
life. ALLEN'S LUNG BALFatal trolley
lightly shaken, yo« may be certain the
When you have a cough or cold don't nnd another, says Life.
SAM contains NO OPIUM in
.wl
egg has lain undisturbed so long In cold ask what is good for it and get Rome cur ULX-IUKUIS UIC uimv
«.ny form a.nd is sa.fe. sure,
storage that the yolk adheres to the medicine with little or no merit and per- comprehensive this year than ever be&nd prompt in cases of CROUP,
not
shell. Discard any eggs that do
COLDS, deep-seated COUGHS.
haps dangerous. Ask for Foley's Honey ! fore; railroads kill and maim about as
look clear and full.
and Tar, the greatest throat and lung usual, automobiles do their share, and
Try it now, and be convinced.
I
Store eggs in a dry cool place. They
remedy, it cures coughs and colds quick- mines, factories, lires, drowning accifroth
when
beaten
will keep better, and
ly. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, dents, gae accidents, exposions and the
π ore easily than if warm.
Oxford.
like contribute with extraordinary
Make a poached egg look as delicate
Either the Lord doesn't know his busi- steadiness to our mortuary statistics.
Cut the toast on which it is
as possible.
into a round with a mutlin ness or else the man who docks a horse's In the Industrial world especially the
to be

Wheeler,

J.

W.

J

CASTORIA

Bears the

For Infants and Children.

Signature

Tki Kind You HaveAlwajs Bought

at

This Beautiful Couch,
Allen's
furnished
Lung Balsam

dropped

I!

garnish.

If you get a cake too etiiT never pour
milk into it. Beat an egg and add
it gradually until you get the desired
thickness.
Poached eggs as served at a French
Canadian table are very much nicer than
milk is
A cup of
we cook them.
brought to the scalding point in a sliallow granite vessel, and into this the eggs
The
are gently dropped, then covered.
milk is not allowed to boil, merely kept
at the scalding point, and the eggs will
be ready in about two minutes with the
yolk inside a beautiful pearly film. Lift
them out carefully with a skimmer and
set each egg on a slice of buttered, delicately browned toast. Add to the hot
milk one tablespoon of butter, and one
tablespoon of Hour, rubbing to a roux;
season with pepper and celery salt; beat
till creamy and pour over the dish of
more

Attentive Daughter.
He (after marriage)—I don't see why
of my comyou are not as considerate
fort as you used to be of your father's.
She—Why, my dear, 1 am.
lie—How do you make that out?
When 1 come into the house, 1 have
to hunt around for my slippers und everything else I happen to want, but
when I used to court you and your father would come in from town you
would rush about gathering up his
things, wheel his easy chair up to the
tire, warm his slippers and get him
both a head rest and a foot rest, so

poached

a camera.

Friendship
price.

any

you have to

buy

fore using.
To make glassware brilliant add a little bluing in the water when washing.
To improve the flavor of cocoa or
chocolate dust a little powdered cinnamon over the top of the cup.
Canned vegetables should be removed
from the can and placed in the open air
one-half hour before using to restore the
oxygen, removed in canning, which will
give a much fresher taste.
Before laying a carpet rub the floor
over with turpentine to keep away moths
and other insects. Tar paper laid in
stripe around the edges of the carpet is
very effective.
When putting away silk or woolen
goods place pieces of beeswax in with
the fabrics to prevent them from turning yellow. Never fold silk in white paper as the chloride of lime used in
bleaching the paper produces a chemical
change in the silk and impairs the color.
Wrinkles may be removed from cloth
dresses that have been packed or worn
in traveling, by being hung over a tub of
hot water. Steam will also freshen lace
In packing always
or chiffon gowns.
stuff sleeves with tissue paper and lay,
I
waists flat.

sacrifice of human life seems prodigious. Iluman life Is cheap, but, cheap
seems
as It le, American civilization
unduly lavish in expending It
An

Ά

is dear at

BRONCHITISFOR TWENTY YEARS.

Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville, 111.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty that all he had to do was to drop right
years and never got relief until I used ! down and be comfortable.
Foley's Iloney and Tar which is a sure
She—Oh, that was oidy so he'd go to
F. A.
Contains no opiates.
cure."
sleep sooner.
Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

j

A man might bo happy in having
money to give away and yet not grow
concernod about it.

This

signature is

Laxative

'.ho

on vterv

curt*u

gonuln#
Tablet.

«

one

day

For every eelf-made man in the world
there are ten who are self-unmade.

NATURAL ANXIETY.
Mothers regard approaching winter

uneasiness, children
easily. No disease costs
with

more

little

Subbubs (desperately)—Great Scott,
Mary, that cook is the worst yet. Why,
I'll bet a thousand dollars I can cook
half
better myself, without
trying,

either!

His wife—0, Henry, I wonder if she
could do your work at tho office and let
you stay at home?

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggieta refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
on each box.
25c.
TO

With increase of years comes the satisfaction of being reconciled to the fact
that there are ever so many things that
one does not know.
»
"It was almost a miracle. Burdock
Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible
breaking out all over the body. I am
very grateful." Miss Julia Filbrldge,
West Cornwall, Conn.

Little Ethel—Mamma, Mrs. Nextdoor's
are

remedy in the world tbst will
Only
at once stop itchiness of the skin in any
part of the bodj. Doan's Ointment. At
any drug atore, 60 cents.
one

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Ptoiraphs,

ψ

OOLD SEAL CO.,

If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent
a postal card ami send to The NewYork Tribune Fanner, New-York City, for
a free specimen copy.
The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the
agricultural press. The price is $1.00 per
can secure it
year, but if you like it you
with your own favorite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat. South 1'aris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only $2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford
Democrat.

Buy

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Catalogues sent

on

application.

for Your Home·
SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Berlin,

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

Bears the

CASTORIA For infants and Children.

Signature

IbB Kind You Havs Alwais Bought

*

THE

here is a wrinkle."
wrinkle?" he replied. "Never,
madame; that Is not α wrinkle. It is
but a smile that has drifted from its
"A

jI

moorings."

Ho Further Delay.
A couple had been engaged to be
married for about fourteen years, and
still the swain had not mustered up
courage enough to ask her to name the
happy day. The other eveulng he called
in a peculiar frame of mind and asked
her to sing something tender and touching. Imagine his surprise when she
sat down at the piano and sang, "Darling, I am growing old." There was no
further delay.—Scottish American.
A Clerical

Conundrum.

asked the

Archbishop Whately
"Why can a man never
starve in the greut desert V" and
answered it himself as follows: "Ueonce

question:

he can eat the sand which Is
But what brought the sandthere.
wiches there? Why. Noah sent Ham,
and his descendants mustered and
bred."
cuusc

Taking Pain·.

"Genius." quoted 8muthers, "is an infinite capacity for taking pains."
"Then." remarked Smithers, "old
Groanuche must be a genius. Ue gets
every ailment he hears any one else
has."—Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.
What More Τ

He—You might at least have given
warning that you were going
to throw me over.
8he—Well, haven't 1 been nice to
you for over a week?
me some

playin1 bouse in their
garden. Mayn't we play house in ours?
Considerate.
Mamma—Certainly.
Sandy—Yer say dat lady was considLittle Ethel—That'll be lovely. Then
dat threw de bollln' water on
we can quarrel over the back fence just erate
yer?
like real neighbors.
children

FOR SELUMG OUR GOODS.

see

take cold so

than croup.
Such cases yield
readily to One Minute Cough Cure.
Cures coughs, colds, grip, bronchitie,
all throat and lung trouble.
lives

W. H. Winchester,

Delicate

the French.
An example of the Frenchman's rare
tact in matters of this sort Is shown
In thut sweet little story of a man
who hud ventured to compliment u
white haired old lady upon her beauty.
fear you Hatter
"Ah," said she,
me.
You call me pretty? Why, I am
an old womau, my hair is white, and

box of the

Brouio-Quinine
col if In

remedy that

Compliment.
To be able to compliment without
seeming to flatter is α rare gift, and
probably no race of men Is endowed
with that gift more extensively than
A

FREE

«

--

ring, and with the ring cut the ragged tail is a a fool.
edges of white from the egg while it is
still in the water. Then lift it carefully
Important to Mothers.
on the toast, and dust with salt and a
Bsanlne carefully every bottle of CA9TORÏA,
dash of white pepper.
sore remedy for infante and children,
If you have separated the yolk from ft safe and
the white, and in a half shell have the
yolk left which you wish to beat slightly
tor a custard or sauce, take a small fork
and blend it as much as is necessary in
the shell. It saves egg, labor, and the b Uae For Over SO Yean
The Kind Υοα Have Always Bought
washing of a dish.
A soft boiled egg left over from a
meal may be boiled over again and laid
If all new thoughts were photographed
aside to use cold in a salad sauce as a
there would still he men with no use for

ALWAYS

personal experience

am prepared
to highly
and from their effects on others
You can
recommend Doan's Kidney Pills.
refer to me."
Foe»
cents.
50
For sale by all druggists;
ter-Mllburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

I

Children—Experience against Experiment.

Infants and

Kidney Pills

bring

Experiments

case,

If I had little work to do in prison,
how did I spend the time? At Auburn,
where I lived the greater part of my
first term, the routine of my life was
as follows: After rising in the morning
I would sweep out my cell, turn up my
bed and blankets and clean up. Then
no
to breakfast; then, If there was
work to do, I would go back to my cell
and eat a small i>ortlon of opium. Then

Stevens, Oxford.

which has been
The Kind You Have Always Bought» and
the signature of
In use for over 30 years, has borne
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
*éuxfy/t /ccccAi/H ΑΙΙολϋ no one to deceive you i η this.
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"
health of
that trifle with and endanger the
—

»way jn a visit.

A_DOZEN
charmingly
Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton Ferry, W.
viduality of the hostess.
If possible, do your own Thanksgiving Va., writes: "I have had kidney and
marketing, making doubly sure of tender bladder t.ouble for years, and it became
fowl, fresh, crisp vegetables and the so bad thaï I was obliged to got up at
choicest fruit. Select a turkey that is least a dozen times a night. I never renot very fat, with firm flesh of bluish ceived any permanent bene.lt from any
tint, with a pliable breast bone and as midicine until I tried Fo'ey's Kidney
free as possible from pin feathers; these Care. After using two bottles, I am
last require much time and patience in cured." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin

hungry,

You can never make a woman see that
if she had a chance to get a ton of hard
coal at #12 and took a ton of soft at
$11.95 she didn't get a marked down

Dr. Fowler's
A boon to travelers.
Cures
Extract of Wild Strawberry.
iysentery, diarrhœa, seasickness, nausea.
Pleasant to take. Acts promptly.

sages.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure peat the process.
he likes to be amused by an idle woman,
To cut fresh bread beat the knife be- who has had time.to curl her hair.
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.

Price 25 cents.

When you guess wrong it is crazy irrois
you guess right it

iponeibiiity; when
sound judgment.

A kiss with a miss never comes amiss;
Old widowers should be thinking of
but a kiss is ae good as a mile unless it
their peace with the Lord inmaking
smile.
happens to be a miss'
stead of with the second wife.
WHILE THERE IS LIFE THERE IS
"WATCH T1IE KIDNEYS."
HOPE.
"When they are affected, life is in
could
with
catarrh;
I was afflicted
danger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great
neither tante nor smell and could hear
Foley's Kidney
English physician.
but little. Ely's Cream Balm cured it. Cure makes sound kidneys. F. A. Sliurt—Marcus G. Shautz, Rabway, X. J.
lulf & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Cream Balm reached me safoly and
the effect is surprising. My son says the
Bulldog Kinder Than Child.
first application gavo decided relief. ReAn incident related by George Eliot
Freeman,
Franklin
Mrs.
spectfully,
devotion are
proves that kindness and
Dover, Ν. H.
breed.
The Balm does not irritate or cause characteristic of the bulldog
on a vissneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cts. The distinguished author was
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 50 Warren it to tbe house of a friend where a
St., New York.
bulldog and a child, each of the age of
were among the household possesThat rib was utilized so that men six,
During dessert after dinner,
would have something to talk about and sions.
absorbed in conversasomebody to talk about and somebody while all were
tion. they were startled by a loud howl
to talk to and about him.
of pain from the dog, evidently proSPENT MORE THAN $1000.
ceeding from under the table. An InPlainview.
of
Neb., vestigation immediately made discovW. W. Baker
writes: "My wife suffered from lung ered that the child, equipped with a
trouble for fifteen years. She tried a
of scissors, was under the table
number of doctors and epent over -$1000 pair
to cut the dog's cars
She became very low also and trying
without relief.
of the bull
A triend recom- with them. From one ear
and lost all hope.
and yet tbe
mended Foley's Honey and Tar and the blood was running,
thanks to this great remedy, it saved her dog was making not the slightest eflife. She enjoys better health than she fort to escape or defend himself. The
lias known in ten years." Refuse sub- host and father, outraged by the eviA. Shurtleff & Co. Orin dence of such cruelty on the part of
stitutes. F.

THE WORST FORM.
Mrs. Cranfill, Troy, I. T., writes: For
years I was troubled with indigestion
in the worst form. Finally I was induced to use Kodol and after using four
Eterna! vigilance on the part of the
USEFUL HINTS.
bottles I am entirely cured. I heartily
jailer is necessary in order to prevent his
To remove iron rust cover the stain
recommend Kodol to all sufferers from
guests from taking undue liberty.
with salt and squeeze lemon juice on the
and dyspepsia.
salt, place in the sun, and when dry indigestion
STOPS THE COUGH
To completely rerinse thoroughly.
A man likes an industrious woman
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
move the stain it may be necessary to rebut after he has eaten
when he is
a

FORTY TEARS'TORTURE.

To be relieved after 40 years' torture
C.
night well cause the gratitude.
flaney, Geneva, 0. He says: "DeWitt's
kYitch Hazel Salve cured me of piles
Cures
; ifter I had suffered 40 years."
:uts, burns, wounds, skin diseases.

Soups and salads are often omitted
from the Thanksgiving menu, but a
cream of celery soup and a chicken
salad made from some of the white meat
—the dark is really best for the timehonored pie—take but a small amount
of time; simply adding hot milk to one, Stevens, Oxford.
and garnishing the other, for the stock
"I had something I like for dinner
may be prepared in advance and the
chicken chopped at the time the pie is to-day," said the poor man, "but it didn't
do me any good."
put together.
"You don't say. What was it."
This mode of operation reserves the
the
for
"A magnificent appetite."
garnishing
day before the day
house, and for the little final touches
TIMES A NIGHT.
disclose the indithat so

eggs.
V
If there Is a mucilage emergency in
Β
the household, break an egg and use the
Α
Α
white of it, unwliipped, for sticking purL
poses. The white of an egg is the best
Ε
pasting material that exists for covering
I
R
jelly tumblers with rounds of paper.
L
0
Cut the paper an inch larger and fringe
it slightly.
Dip each round in a saucer
Α
Α
of white of egg and press down over the
edge of the tumbler.
Ν R Χ A c
Give a new laid egg about half a minΝα 316.—'The Blushing Rose: No an- ute
longer to boil tlian you would allow
swer required.
for one which has been kept tor some
No. 317.—A Dish of Peurs: 1. Para- time.
When it is impossible to obtain cream
graph. 2. Paragon. 3. Parable. 4.
or milk for a cup of coffee you can have
Parallel. 5. Parrot.
a very palatable make-believe cream by
Flatulence le cured by Bkkciiam's I'ills.
beating the white of an egg till light and
Belief that there are as good fish in mixing with a teaspoon of butter rubbed
of
the sea as ever was caught is poor con- to a cream. Put a heaping teaspoon
and
eolation to the mau whose bait is gone. this mixture in the bottom of a cup
pour the coffee over it slowly, stirring
Monarch over pain.
Burns, cuts, while you pour, bo that the egg will not
Dr.
relief.
Instant
If this is carefully done the
curdle.
sprains, stings.
Thomas' Eclectric Oil. At any drug coffee will taste as if it had been enrichstore.
ed by good cream.—Modern Womeu.

H. IL—-The price· and terms are m follow·:
Να 1—In Buckram Cloth, the wt complete ft*
Made by Heath & Milligan
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Co.,
UJO cash and 13.00 per month. Prie·, Its 00.
Chlca«·.
No. 3—In Half Morocco, 12.00 cash, and HOI
The aim of the average man is to inAlso Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
per month. Price, 160.00.
smallest possible
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ac., crease capital with the
Να S—In Sheep, tan color, *100 cash, and 16.01
amount of labor.
9
Maaury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
per month. Pnt·. fTa.oO.
« 10 per cent deducted from the abov· price· &
For sale by,
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
toll amount 1· Mid wUMa thirty days ailar tveata
and colds and prevents pneumonia. Take
of hooka
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
no substitutes.
MAIM» Orin Stevens, Oxford.
SOUTH FAJUS,
A.

M'f'g

THANKSGIVING WITHOUT A SERVANT
The mistress who is also maid, must
plan her work most wieely, or this day
of reunion may find her "worn to a
thread," giving thanks. Ah! such devout thanks, only when it is all over,
the guests are gone, and she can at last
and throbbing
rest aching
muscles

Crcain of

tution.

ΙΰΙΛ" BKOT1LEBS, M Warren Street, New York

FOR

Article.

object

8. Behead und curtull rubs harshly
and leuve to est i mute.

"PainkirtcY

~r\S

is niaced into the noetrils, spreads
over tLc Tn«.:ayr-ac a:. I is absorbed. Ke.ief ie irnIt is not drying—<io«s
liic iiaieoud a cure follows,
in it produco aneealas;. Lar^e Sim, SO oenti at Dru^·- τ
by mail ; Trial Sue, 10 cents by mail.
k
t

A email pointed
found:
1. In α shoe.

puth.

ÎS

rleiuiM*·, soothe» an<i lu ■».»
the d.iCi-gd Oct.. r-.,o.
It cmticauirrhanlii:. 3
•way ji coiU ία tUc lii.d

third Is In ice and also In advice.
fourth Is in steum and also in team.
lift# is In tight and also In fight.
sixth Is in gill and also In hill.
seventh la In tree and also in bee.
eighth la In truck and also in rack.
whole le the name of a poet.

cline.
ti Beheud and curtuil avnrlclous and
leave a coarse grass.
7. Behead and curtail certain tools
used by carpenters and leave a leafy

J bal*;.

0ΑΤΛΠ8Η

first Is in how and also in now.

second Is in wheel und also in heel.

and leave affection.
4. Behead aud curtail pointed weapons and leave a fruit.
5. Behead and curtail certain contrivances used by buys for making
themselves very tall and leave to in-

MAINE.

NORWAY,

321<-HIddtrmrr«e.

No. 822.—A Csefnl

steamers leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, and
1 ti'tla Wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday, at
V. *.
Τ
Through ticket» l-<ued and baggage cheeked
fur New York, Philadelphia ami Washington
via all rail and Souml linen.
Freight rates alwave as low as other lines.
All freight via; this Une lnsure<l agaln.it tire
ati'l marine risk.
J
F. Lisikmh, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
A. H. Ha.vscom, G. P. A T. \.
Calvin Austin, Vice l'ree'tAGen'l Manager.
General <>flice», Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mass.

A LOW PRICE

Wool

the

FARE ONLY $1.00.

South Paris, Maine.

ON

on

AND

POKTLAND DIVISION.
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINK.

A. W. Walker & Son,

—

teaching

Eastern Steamship Company.

Hand

etc., at good
line of repairs

Rakes,

j

I»eWitt«fcCo., Chicago
Prepared only by E. 0.ins-S
.iu.es tLcsOc.·!»
The 41. bottleconr

anH Wa'ter A, Wood Harvesting
Machinery.
Machines,

<

Cures all stomach troubles

Hay Tedders,
have

·\

cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.

Horse Rakes,

also

<

food. It gives instant relief and never
kails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
sti tuachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been

Deering Ideal Mower,

We

^?

what you eat.

dlgestouitS

the

Second

^

Dyspepsia
Digests

Maine.

Hay Makers
Attention !
see

«

■<

Kodol
Cure

Mah'he·) Hani VVoo«l floor Boar<ls for sale.

Don't fail to

4

«

Permanent addivee, 36 James St., Auburn.

and Job Work.

.....

stores.

la so Del ted. Aildnu : Editor Homkmakxb
COLumr, Oxford Democrat, Put·. Mala».

There is only one solution of the
problem—get everything possible done
beforehand, which leaves the day itself
for the serving and clearing away of the
dinner, and finds you in a condition to

Sit».—nimetrated Aeroetlc.

Ho.

4
4
1
4
4

at ANDREWS HOUSE, South Parle,
Tl'ESDAY of each week commencing Feb. 18th

If In want of any kin·! of finish for InsMe or
Pine LumOutttile work, nentl In your orient
ber ami Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

W.

resume

MANDOLIN

BANJO,

Also Window <St Door Frames.

E.

rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug
Annual sale e.ooo.ooo box·*.

a

will

I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
S Lie or Style at reasonable prices.

Wesl Sumner.

]

1

CHARLES S. LEWIS

Builders' Finish !

Planing, Sawing

JJ

L A carriage with two wheels. 2
Ail excrescence on the skin. 3. An anl
mal. 4. A pointed missile weapon. 5
A kind of small open pie. β. A mar
ket 7. A position.

i
mmtvmm,
Beecham's Pills have for many years been the <*
popular family medicine wherever the English
language is spoken, and they now stand without ^

(HANDLER,

E. U.

>'·. 318.—Mrtagram.

Dorreepondence on topic· of Interest to the ladle

GENERAL INTEREST.

OF

Statistics have proven that ninety-five
terriper cent of the population of any
tory are troublea with a cough or cold
it some time between September and
March. Also that ninety-nine per cent
of the consumption cases have been
caused by neglect of a trifling cough.
the
That "trifling cough" weakens
iction of the lungs, tears the bronchial
tubes and leaves the throat dry and sore.
The seeds of consumption then tako
easily and your life is in positive danger.
When you commence to cough do not
delay one hour, use Bauer's Instaut
Cough Cure at once. It will instantly
loosen up that tightness and heal that
eoreness of the chest and will strengthen
the action of the lungs. It will nave
and misery.
you hours of torture
Bauer'e Instant Cough Cure is guaranteed to do all this or your money will be
refunded. The following druggists will
give you a sample bottle free. F. A.
Shurtleff'A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's

Cinders—Cert! In dese days of germs
and microbes she was considerate to
boll it before she threw it—Philadelphia Record.

OF

DONT hurry your meals.
DON'T overwork.
DON'T borrow time that belongs to sleep.
DON'T ne led symp'rtns of s ckness.
DON'T get constipated.
but DO lake

NEW

YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

LEADS THEM ALL

"L.F."

pnid to policy holder».
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. .$569,159480
In amount

Atwood's

Next
Next

If you DO any of the
above DONT'S

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings si.

G'ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

DO YOU WANT IT?

VV/Π L.
WK ARE NEVKB OUT.
A postal or telephone to us will bring
you a supply promptly.

A. W. WALKER
SOUTH

largest
largest

349«3^5·7^9 00
IN A*«»ET«i.

Picture Frames

I

00

376,466,832 °°

PARIS,

&

ME

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Briok,

Sand,

Ac.

THF·; MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Ν· xt largest

Next largest

$353.838,97.67

331,039.720 34

290,743.386 00

pnid policy-holder* since orifHiii/.nlioii
receipts from premium*
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.. .$90,966,029
.' 19.694,406
Next largest
In nni'>Hiit

in excess of

Next

00
00

8,529,026 00

largest

Il is η synonym for

SECURITY—The first element desired by investors.
SECURITY—Independent of crop failures, panics, strikes or wars.
SECURITY—Not menaced by changes in international balances

depletion

of the

geld

or

reserve.

SECURITY—That compels prophecy because it stands the test of history.
SECURITY—Guaranteed by uninterrupted fidelity to a great trust.
SECURITY—Based on conservative methods and dignified, able management.

SECURITY—Unimpaired by risks

in

SECURITY—Born of character and

tropical countries.

ability.

FREELAND HOWE, GEO. R. HOWE,
A. E. MORRISON, Rumford Falls,
J. W.

Norway,)
.

.

J

AGENTS

FITZPATRICK, Manager for Maine, Portland, Me.

